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MADE WAREHOUSE MANAGER

GRANGE MASTER

Patients

Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable ln
advance: single coplea three cente.
resentative Nomination on
Were Treated At Our
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion and very reasonable
Republican Ticket
Knox Hospital
NEWSPAPER HISTORT
The Rockland Oazette was established
Fred H. Smalley, long prominent in
At the annual meeting of Knox
In IMS In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oaaette St. George* municipal affairs, yester Hospital Monday night an interesting
In 1882 The Pree Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to day announced that he will seek the review of thp past year's work was
the Tribune These papers consolidated
Joshua N. Southard who has been, to the State Welfare Department,
March 17. 1897
Republican nomination for represen presented by Ellen C. Daly superin
in
the employ of the City Welfare | The appointment was made toy Gov.
tative to legislature ln the June pri tendent. For the benefit ot the many

J. N. Southard To Handle Knox County Disburse
ments For State Welfare Department

Volume 91...................Number 7.

MAKING THE HIGHWAY SAFE

AT 15

Knox County Business Men Listen To Excellent

Advice On This Subject

A joint meeting of the Chamber of will be found when the congestion is
Ccmmerce. Rotary Club. Lions Club greatest. Also there will be a careful
and Kiwanis Club was held in the study of hazartk
) persons interested it is here present- Department the past two years as a ; Brann> and no political strings are
*•
♦ maries. The legislative class com
The Courier-Gazette noted with apattached to it No signing this enroll, ed in full:
•*
Piwer rests ln tranquility. ♦
case worker and handler of clothing
Congregatlonal vestry Tuesday night prova, tha(
I ment or that enrollment if you want
are going to
* —Cectl
«. prises the towns of St. George, Vinal
• • • •
and the 100 members ln attendance t:e encouraged to walk on the left side
to eat.
haven, North Haven. Isle au Haut and ( During the year 1935 we admitted
listened with much interest and 1 of the highway. This paper has adMr. Southard will have his head
880 patients, which with the 26 re
Matinicus.
strong approval as plans were out- vocated this caution in season and
quarters in the warehcuse attached |
maining at end of 1934 made a total
CAPT. J. B. THURSTON
Mr Smalley has served 17 years on
lined for a scientific and systematic ( out. but with some exceptions the
to the City Building and will deliver
cf 906 patients treated. This is a very
the St. George board of selectmen,
campaign
for highway safety.
j pede. trians continue *.o show indifferdirect,
twice
a
month,
all
supplies,
slight
increase
over
the
previous
year.
Veteran Lightktrper Died In Castine and has been chairman of the board
The Rotary Club was host on this ence to their own welfare. It is a
foed and clothing received from the
Monday. Following a Paralytic 14 years, hts services giving such gen The maximum number of patients
occasion, but President James Kent precautionary method which should
State Welfare Department. Sheldon
treated any one day was 47. the mini
Shock
eral satisfaction that he has always
turned the meeting over to Oscar E. be taught in every school. The writer
Gray, popularly known in baseball
mum 17. Admission were distributed
received strong support at the polls.
Wishman,
who told briefly of the saw a troop of Boy Scouts hiking on
circles
as
"Chummy"
Gray
acts
as
as
follows:
t
Capt. John B Thurston, 78. who was
He Is a graduate of Castine Normal
work accomplished by the Highway the Camden road not long ago, and
Clerk.
1934
1935
28 years In the lighthouse service, School and after graduating taught
Satety Board of Knox County, pioneer } though versed in many other practiThe first food shipment received
Surgical.
385 354
died Monday in Castine following a school 19 years He ts one of the best
organizatlon in this State.
Thc ! cal matters they were using the right
by Mr. Scu.hard came Tuesday and
Ear.
Eye,
Nose
and
Throat,
162
known musicians in Eastern Maine,
shock.
speakers were Adjutant General Han-1 hand side of the road.
consisted of 16.000 cans of hamtourg.
Medical.
174
having played with orchestras ln Bar
Tlie recipients of food disbursed
son, who is at the head of the Maine
Radio equipment is to be provided
He was a native of Tremont, went
88
Harbor and Togus. as well as in Knox Obstetric cases.
Members of St. George Grange, and State Police; and John Maloney, who for the State Police; and drivers will
through Mr. Southard's department
Number of births,
68
to sea for many years, and in 1890 County.
will be the class of people known as St. George citizens at large are very | was substituting for Walter Brennan, be asked to carry spare headlights.
7
was appointed assistant keeper of
He has been an Odd Fellow 30 years, Number of stillborns,
“
berder line cases," not in the em pivud of the fact that the new head Mr Maloney is comparativcely young A persistent nuisance on the highway
Great Duck Island light off Mt. and for a long time has been secre Accident cases treated and
ploy of the WPA., but meriting as- of that Grange h possibly the young at the game, but he proved to be an j Is the car which has only one headadmitted.
55
Desert. latter he was made keeper of tary of the Republican town commit
slstai^'e. P rsons receivirfj assist est worthy master in the United uncommonly capable speaker, and light.
Accident cases residence out
tee.
Avery Rock light, off Machias and
ance from the city are also included States. Alvin Rackllffe who holds presented his subject so clearly and
Greater publicity ln the handling of
not admitted,
141
The names of the beneficiaries will that honor will not be 16 years old concisely as to lead to the belief that j traffic violations Is urged by the new
two years after was transferred as
| Accident cases residence out
toe provided for the State Welfare De until Feb. 24. He Is a ion of Mr. and the department has made a "find.”
organization. An outdoor advertising
cf State.
14
kef per of Fort Point light, Penobscot
partment by the first selectman or Mrs. Eugene Rackllffe of St. George,
With Stanley Walsh kindly volun- program will also toe brought Into play.
WE
BUY
j
Surgical
out
patient
dress

bay, serving until retired at the age
overseer in each town. The Rockland and owes his election as Grange teering at the piano, popular selec The danger through the carelessness
ings.
735
of 70. Since that time he has made
I
list will be compiled by Louis A master to the Interest he has shown tions were sung under the direction of bicycle riders and coasters was
No
strings
lor
enrollments)
to
J.
Out of county patients,
122
his heme in Castine.
in the Patrons of Husbandry and Ills of Kelley B. Crie and Parker E. stressed. Mr. Maloney urged the or
Walker, overseer of the poor.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS Out of Statepatients,
Southard's New Job
31
He had been a Mason for 63 years
aptitude for the work.
JEWELER
Governor
Brann
has
made
an
exWorrey. It was found that the Ro ganization of Junior police patrols and
We had 259 private patients as
and was recently awarded the Ma*
ROCKLAND
370 MAIN STtary Club had the largest represen school course in drivers’ instructions.
compared
to
192
last
year;
74
semi|
and
food
commodities
was
on
Tuescellent
choice,
and
the
beneficiaries
sonic medal for 50 years membership.
private as compared to 69 last year; [ day appoiCed warehcuse marlige- of this service may rest assured of
“Our educational system would be
ON MAINE HARBORS
tation at the meeting, and that thc
259 ward patients as compared with t for Knox County, and is now attached prompt and capable service.
newly formed Klwanls Club had the more valuable If lt was made more
Criehaven Gets War Depart- largest (percentage of its members practical." said the speaker. "The
192.
studies will be made much more in
We had 547 closed accounts with
merit's Favor, But Ma- present.
As to that chicken pie supper fur teresting if you equip the students
562 accounts still open. There were
tinicus Not On List
nished by Congregational women no with a knowledge of things they are
73 free patients in addition to 119
going to use after leaving school"
praise could be too elaborate.
TONIGHT, 7.30, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS HALL
State cases. The daily average num
The War Department reported Sun
Adjutant
General
Hanson
told
of
Address by
ber of patients was 30.12. Hospital
day $234,300 could be "profitably ex the safety problem presented by the
ASKS SECOND TERM
Days numbered 10.997; per capita cost
pended during the fiscal year ending increasing use of the automobile, and
an increase of 59 over
per day $4
July 1, 1937 for the improvement of explained the set-up provided by the
Representative Walter A. Ayer of
1934.
OF PITTSFIELD
State Highway Patrol, or Maine Union will go into the June primaries
From the State Department of Wel
I
three Maine harbors.
Subject: “AMERICA AT THE CROSS ROADS’’
fare we received $3 457 74; on these
The annual report of the Chief of State Police, as the organization is as a candidate for renomlnatlon on
A stray tomcat named Bill, which lobster car was covered with blood
accounts we had to charge off adopted McLoon's Wharf as his home and feathers and it was a very wet Engineers to Congress likewise out- now known. The State Is divided the Republican ticket The district
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED
into four districts, Knox Ccunty be- comprises Union, Warren, Washing
$3,022.14. In addition to this charge
several months ago. leaped into fam? and bedraggled catu,. that
finally at- i lined w_rk b^inv
condu-ted curing
durhi? |! jng
,
, , . ln
, the
,, Third District,
,
hi. h.«h
? conauviea
included
ton and Rockport. Mr. Ayer was one
off we did free work to the amount of | Tuesday afternoon by vanquishing a tracted attention by
his harsh out- the pre£„nt fi.,«l Tfa, on three ad.
from Brunswick u
of the strong men of the last session,
$1.107 48. making total free work husky seagull Those birds are pro
Cr~’■
evidence that Bill ha 1 dU1Cnal pro^cts ln Maine
The Penobscot River, and to Bangor and and hls constituents always know
$4.129 62.
tected from mankind, but Bill is
There was evidence that Bill had Pre. (dent has asked Congress for an WatervUle. the headquarters being at
very definitely where he stands.
We have added some equipment to without scruples and for a long time tried to drag his prize up the ladder I appropriation o[ $129.000 000 to carry
Thomastqn.
thc hospital including a new operat has been stalking the graceful scav- bu: tbe birds weight and the cat-'
War Department public works
• • • •
WILD LIFE RESEARCH
ing roctn table and a new ether ma
engers.
• exhausted condition made the task I The projects on which improvement
Members
of
the
Maine State Police
chine for the operating room. Other
The battle took place on one of the too difficult.
was recommended for the fiscal year, now have full police authority, enlist
Wurk Done By U. of M., Expected
LOU KYER and hi.
than this we have done nothing more McLoon lobster cars which was restThe erstwhile stray ate special ra- | 1937 were Ccrea harbor. the Penobments in that organization being
To Belter Hunting, Fishing, Trap
than
was
absolutely
necessary
RHYTHM BOYS
ing at the time about 10 feet below tions Tuesday night and purred with;
and
gaco river
utter made for a period of three years. Thc
One thing that has been pleasing to
ping
Featuring
the level of the wharf. There were pride every time he was stroked. Bert j*ortian<i harbor, York harbor and applicant must not be under 5 feet,
us all is that this year we have been
Ken Colpritt and hi$ Guitar
no eye witnesses to the struggle, but and the other boys are ready to match criehaven harbor were listed as g inches in height, and must not
Better hunting, trapping and ftshfully approved b.v the American Col it must have been strenuous, for thc 'Bill" against all comers.
During Intermission
rcenes of recommended work during weigh less than 135 pounds, as he is ing m
u one of
objectives
lege of Surgeons. If we continue
SATURDAY NIGHT
the current fiscal year. No work dur- apt to find himself in a tough situa- of a new type of activity headed by
along Clir lines of improvement we
Ing either fiscal year was contem- tlon. General Hanson explained ciarfnce M. Aldous, leader cooperawill, within the year, receive a certlCLIFF JACKSON and hi.
plated at Matinicus harbor, or the jjp must be physRally fit. a strict ex- tive research in wildlife managecate which, when hung on our walls is
Ocean View Scr?naders
Oeorges cr Kennebunk rivers
amination being given
A special ment. whose assignment to the Unia constant reminder to the public of
Prrsent
work
and
recommendations
course
of
training
is
also
provided. verslty of Maine by the bureau of
ADMISSION: BEFORE 9.00—50e; AFTER 9.00—10c
our standing in the hospital world.
n* /"< 1 r<
■’rnillJAiC
•«
n
The personnel, consisting of cap- biological survey. United States Dewe should be looking forward to Dig Gala Event I o Be Held At Community rark in the report included:
Ccrea harbor—An existing project, tains, lieutenants, sergeants and pa- partment of Agriculture, has just
improvement in our operating room
KI
i T
J
M* Li
providing for an anchorage basin
trol consists of 66 men. and in an- been announced by Dr. Arthur A.
lighting facilities as well as the light{Next ! UCSQay flight
eight feet deep at low water, 600 feet swer to the occasional inquiry as to Hauck, president of the University.
ing of our delivery room. It is our
133T&Th-tf
■ ■■•••■••••••»•*
long, and 400 feet wide was provided why they are not more frequently other phases of Mr. Aldous' work will
hope that this will be cared for soon.
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
Rockland High School will put on! will surely attend and take advantage I in the Rivers and Harbors Act passed
on Q,e highway. Oeneral Han- appeai especially to naturalists and
You will note from the laboratory
explained thelr diversified duties,
duties. lovers of wildlife.
report that the work of that depart- Its first annual ice carnival next of one of the best evenings of fun by Congress last August, The de- son ewnlalned
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- (Swift's Best Heavy Western Beef—Each Serving One-half Pound)
ment has increased considerably Tuesday at 7 p. m at the Community that they will ever enjoy.
j partment estimates the cost at $44,300, He presented an impressive array cf
Cooperating in this movement to
Entry' blanks should be obtained at | which the report said, could be j figures resulting from the work of perpetuate and restore to abundance
This is a healthy sign for both the Park skating rink.
hospital and the public.
[ The events will not be limited to the skating rink or at the High, profitably expended for dredging to this department in the past year Maine's game, fish, valuable fur
project dimensions by contract be- There
1516 autOmobile accidents bearers and bird life are the Univer
The Women's Auxiliary has proven High School students, but to fathers, School.
A committee under the supervision ; tween August and November 1936
! and 1255 cases were handled by the sity of Maine, the Maine Department
a fine organization and have aided mothers, brothers, sisters and other
Pencbcot river—No maintenance , state police. Seventy stolen auto- of Inland Fisheries and Game and
much In the education of the public relatives, in fact any Rockland citi- of Principal Blal'dell is hard at work
on the plans For further informa- j dredging ha? been done since the j mobiles were returned to owners, to- the American Wildlife Institute.
relative to the hospital's aims as well zen
as having done a large amount of I There will be races for the little tion one should get in touch with Mr existing project, providing a 16-foot gether with nearly $10,000 worth of
Mr. Aldous has his headquarters at
j channel, from Winterport to Bucks- stolen property. Fines and costs thc University of Maine, where he
Our fiscal ycar ends Feb. 6, 1936, in order
people up to the grandmothers and Biaisdell.
sewing.
Elementar.v School Events
port, and a 14-fcot channel to Ban amounted to $32,732.
will work In close conjunction with
To the doctors we owe apprecia granddads. There will be a huge bon
to get a true condition of the town’s financial
gor was completed in 1913 No funds
fire.
There
will
be
excellent
music
Mr. Maloney, whose principal duty several departments in the College
tions for the services rendered our
One lap race—8 years and under.
standing. All bill, should be sent in before
nurses and employes when 111. as well amplified by the fine new Rockland
Two lap race—through to 6th grade. are available for the fiscal year. 1936, is to assist communities in preparing of Arts and Sciences and the College
that date.
High
School
amplifier.
as for thelr effort in preparing their
Two lap race—7th and 8th grades.’ but $121000 could be profitably ex- municipal programs, said that 220 of Agriculture, the Experiment sta
pended fcr dredging about 256.000 J pj^^ were killed in Maine last year, tion and the Extension service.
Seme
of
the
other
events
that
Selectmen of St. George,
records to meet the neces?ary require
High School Events
cubic yards between Buckspoi t and j and
M jar
yCar mere had
Several demonstration areas will be
Fred H. Smalley, Chairman.
ments. I wish to express my appre- should arouse a great deal of inter
Two lap race—Freshmen and Soph Bangor between July 1936 and June
est
are
the
fancy
skating
races,
and
already
been
nine
deaths
from auto established ln different parts of the
• elation to the nurses staff for their
5-7
omore.
1937
mobile accidents. In the past 15 state. It is expected that one such
’ co-operation at all times, and also to the relay race between the three
Pour lap race—Freshmen and
Criehaven Harbor—The application years there have been killed in this area will be selected, near Orono. On
Rockland
Service
Clubs.
Rotary,
Lions
the board of directors for their kind
Sophomore.
of $40,000 allocated from Federal country 325.000 persons. .
and Kiwanis.
these areas Mr. Aldous will super
ness and understanding.
Two lap race—Juniors and Seniors. work relief funds to improvement ot
• • • •
vise studies and research work, and
Ribbons will be awarded to the win
Four lap race—Juniors and Seniors, the breakwater between September
"We cannot afford to remain ig set up methods of Improving environ
JANUARY SPECIAL!
ners of each event, with special prizes
fclass relay race.
1935 and March 1936 was exDected to norant or careless." said the speaker. ments of wild animals and birds.
going to the best costumed man skat
The above events will 'be held in place the harbor in such a condition "If we stop and think, many acci
Mr. Aldous is a graduate of Utah
er and the best costumed woman separate divisions for boys und girls.
that no additional funds would be dents will not happen "
State Agricultural college and served
skater; also for the best fancy skating. |
Free For All Events
necessary during the 1937 fiscal year.
Mr Maloney spoke at length of the for some years as county agent in
Plans are being made for one grand
Portland
Harbor
—
a
total
of
$58,166
Best
costumed
skater.
campaign
for safety recently inau Piute county In that state. Later he
gala night for the large crowd which
was available July 1, 1935 for work gurated by Gov. Brann, the movement received his master's degree at the
100 SHEETS
Worst costumed skater.
Best fancy skater (man or woman) then going forward on dredging early resulting in the recommendation University of Minnesota and taught
100 ENVELOPES
shoals in the 35-foot channel in the that a permanent safety director be | ;n high R-hools In Utah and Idaho.
One lap race for men 40 or over.
One lap race for men 40 or under. lower harbor, the 30-foot channel ln appointed. The financing of the More »ecently he has been connected
the main harbor, and the 30-foot an campaign has already been provided with the biological survey. United
Special Events
chorage, although the removal of two through contributions from industries, States Department of Agriculture,
Service
Club
relay
—
Rotary
vs.
Postage 10c Extra
ledges In the main ship channel, esti insurance companies, oil companies and for the past four years has been
Lions vs. Kiwanis.
mated to cost $200,000 was all that re knd banks, and the thing now need engaged in research in forest wild
It's time to stock up on this fine Deckled Edge
mained to complete the existing pro- ed is co-cperation.
life in the lake states with head
writing paper. Many people buy from six to a
AT HALL'S QUARRY
ject,
the report recommended that no j The first recommendation was the quarters at St. Paul, Minn.
dozen boxes in this Sale because they know
work be done in the fiscal year, 1937 adoption of an official Observers' systhat plain paper of this quality—without any
Starting up again Monday, the
printing—coats far more than this Special
------------------ tern. The Secretary of State will
Hardesty's Peerless is true to its
January price.
Booth Brothers and Hurricane
ICE HARNESS RACING
designate 500, perhaps 1000. official name. The flour without an equal—
While many of the numbers advertised are all sold
Island Granite Company at Hall's
observers whose identity will not be adv.
6-8
TWO SIZES:
out, we have many still remaining; and also please
Quarry will have a long period of
Lawrence
E.
Haddock,
race
secre

made known but who will constantly
(1) Large Bifold Sheet. 64x1014 ,
midwinter work. Supt. Chillis hopes. tary of the Maine State Fair, re
remember—
with Wallet Flap Envelopes.
report infractions of the law When YOUR FAVORITE POEM
They will be quarrying random ports that the 8tate Racing Commit a violation is made known to the de
(2) Small Double 8heets, 7x44 with
granite if the weather conditions are tee has granted a license to the partment a courteous letter will be
Pointed Flap Envelopes.
If I had my life to live acaln I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
good
and the work is for a mauso State Fair management to run pari sent to the offender. In case of a and
listen to some musir at least one*
Either size furnished with Name and Address.
leum in Connecticut. The quarry mutuel snow and ice harness racing second violation by the same offender a week. The loss of these tastes is a
Blue ink. on the Sheets and Envelopes, or
loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Raised Monogram op Sheets, printed ln green,
on any article in the store for the remainder of the r!• orked through August. September on the State Fair track Jan. 18. The he will be visited by a State Police
red or blue ink. Envelopes Plain.
6 and October, after a good spring.
ALL'S WELL
races will be half mile heats, the officer, and a third violation will find
week!
best two out of three winning. If the him summoned into the Secretary of The clouds, which rise with thunder,
slake
Also many other styles to choose from.
A dollar saved, especially at this season of the year, A The Courier-Gazett Is offering a patronage Jan. 18 warrants, there State's office. There will be a tend Our thirsty souls wtth rain;
Special value in Engraved Visiting
The
blow
most dreaded falls to break
will be a matinee racing each Satur ency toward more carefulness when
is worth while!
From off our limbs a chain:
Cards. 100 White or Ivory Engraved day during January and February. the motoring public learns that these And wrongs of man to make but make
The love of Ood more plain.
; Visiting Cards from your own plate. Pari-mutuel
booths.
refreshment unknown observers are on the Job.
Aa through the shadowy lens 3t even
The
eye looks farthest Into heaven
£
$1.00.
100
Engraved
visiting
Cards,
stands and a heating plant have been
A careful survey of traffic condi On gleams of star and depths of blua
ROCKLAND, MAINE
The
glaring sunshine never knew.
paneled, from your own plate, $1.15. Installed.
tions will be made and State Police
—John Greenleaf WbltUtt
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TOWNSEND CLUB MEETING

SEAGULL MEETS ITS MATCH

McLoon’s Wharf Has a New Pride and New

REV. J. CLARENCE LECKEMBY

Champion, Tomcat Bill

DANCING TONIGHT

OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM

FIRST ANNUAL ICE CARNIVAL

1

SIM’S

LUNCH

TOWN OF ST. GEORGE

DECKLE EDGE VELLUM
PRINTED STATIONERY

A $2 Value for $1

AYERS

OUR FIVE CENT SALE

WILL CONTINUE ALL THIS WEEK

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

I

(

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

WILLIS AYER

----

The Courier-Gazette

CAMDEN BOWLERS

CRED1T FOR ALL

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Architect Heistad Tells Of
•*Thy word ls a lamp unto my feet.'
Splendid Co-operation Op
Psalm 119: 106.
Camden Hills Projects
Deprecating the credit which was
bestowed upon him in connection
with The Courier-Gazette's descrip
No issue in modern times seems to tion of the work on the Camden Hills
have aroused such a wide division ,
Projects, Hans O. Heistad. the land
of sentiment as the Townsend [
scape
architect writes:
pension plan. First regarded as '
freak legislation, and still looked Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
upon in that light by many persons, | While I am very thankful for the
there has grown up around it a i tribute paid me in your fine article
••"let er and substantial organization !
today, there are certain points which
which has been steadfastly “count- j
ing noses,” and which by force of ’ should be mentioned in justice to
numbers, if not by argument, will all. For example, the Camden Hills
seek <o dictate Congressional nomi State Park project was first made
nations in many districts. Just how- possible through the Camden service
far this influence will manifest itself
clubs, the Rotary, Lions, etc. Authori
remains to be seen. The CourierGazette has presented its columns ties were called in from other secto an open forum presenting prop-!tions- and it was finally possible to
erly sponsored articles from either have Walter Clark of the Park Com
side, up to its ability to handle them. missions of Massachusetts, a former
'i esterday the office was visited by Camden man, come on. After some
a lady who expressed indignation,
... t
. ..
that such an idea as the Townsend |property had been procured' Mr

Editorial

Every-Other-Day
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Page Two

Help Us Bring Down

BROWN LABEL

NORTH WALDOBORO

Leadership In the Three Di- Carmi Hart of Massachusetts has
visions Is Unchanged— been a visitor here the past few days.

High Quality, Low Cost

At Your Grocer's in % and ^2 lb. Packages
Alma Mank and granddaughters,.
Helen Levensaler and Marlon Leven- j
The Giants maintain a comfortable saler. were visiting Monday in Rock- I
lead In the American division of the
Camden YMCA bowling league, but land.
in the National division ’he Red Tri
Florence Smith has employment at
I
angles and Shells are still deadlocked. the home of Lee Mank.
In the Woman's division it is not a
E. D. Mank is in Rockport as guest j
case of “he loves me. he loves me of his son. Myron Mank.
not" for the Daisies appear to be
Maple Orange held its installation ]
pretty well settled in one direction,
of officers last Thursday night with ——
nnd that is toward the pennant.
Here are the league standings, and a large attendance,, visitors being i Oak Grange. North Warren, was the malities Mr. Jameson was presented
| present from several neighboring j efficient installing officer, assisted with a gavel made from wood off the
leading individual percentages:
i Granges. J. O. Jameson of White , by his aids. At the close of the for Kelly farm In Michigan.
American Division
W L. PC. PF
Giants .................. 45 11 803 1352
Braves .................. 42 14 .750 1385
Y M. C. A............ 36 20 643 1360
Firemen .............. 36 24 600 1334
Camden Mill ........ 24 36 .400 1306
Lions Club ........ 19 33 365 1291
Legion .................. 20 36 .357 1289
Rockport .............. 19 37 339 1305
All Stars ............ 15 45 267 1273
High individual single. Richards.
Calderwood. 132.
High Individual total. Calderwood.
338
High team single. Braves. 528.
High team total. Braves 1464
St. PF. AVE
45 4537 100 37
Calderwood .........
Bovnton .............. . 42 4120 98 4 I
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN........ 3 No. 2 tins 27c
Freeman ............... .. 30 2930 97.20
MAINE WHITE CORN.................. 3 No. 2 tins 19c
Stevenson .............
45 4313 95 38
EARLY JUNE VARIETY
24 2303 95 23
Johnson ................
SOUTHERN PEAS.......................... 3 No. 2 tins 25c
Hobbs '
15 1439 95 14 1

Upsets Possible

Our Stock

INVENTORY
SALE
TOILETRIES
FROST1LLA

Jergen’s Lotion
Hind’s Honey "and
Almond Cream
Nepto Lotion
Froatilk

Mennen’s Skin Balm

29c

MENNEN’S
SKIN BALM
42c

"SALADA'
TEA

Mid
Winter

plan should even be considered. At clark outUned the work in conjuncher request the appended editorial j tion with the Federal Park office in
from a New York newspaper is pub-1 Springfield. Mass., resulting in enTAR, WHITE
lished:
gaging Mr Libby as head engineer
PINE AND
The mild form of infectious tnEmpirin Co. B. & W.
lanity known as the Tcwnsend plan for roads and other developments.
MENTHOL
The CCC history, under the able
continues to diversify the closing
Emagrin Otis Clapp
hours of 1935. Oarp. Inc. professes to direction of Capt. Pendergast. is well
39c
have discovered no less than 39 Con known from several previous notices
Phospho Quinine
gressmen ready to vote for Santa
Claus; presumably we shall soon in your good paper, and well recog
Architects have been sent
learn (or then, again, maybe we nized
Tar, White Pine and
PHOSPHO
won't) whether Senator Borah, now from Springfield and Washington
Menthol
9 858 953
8. C Williams ......
invading the local scene, is bringing offices. I feel too much credit has
QUININE
us the inestimable blessings of
9 855 95
Pierson ..............
Flaxseed, Menthol and
Townsendism in his luggage; while been given me in your article. I wish
19c •
N Magep
42 3987 94 39'
it
to
be
understood
that
I
am
only
politicians who refuse to indorse the
Grcver ..................
36 3400 94 16
Wild Cherry
great scheme to establish fairyland by working "hand in hand" as it were,
act of Congress and make everybody with the skilled men of the Park
National Division
happy forever after are being quite
W. L. PC. P.F.
eericusly hailed as men of courage Commission. I also appreciate the
Red Triangles ..... 33 11 .750 1253
Thus the year dies in a queer cloud of opportunity and advantage in work
mkkiftiqh
utter imbecility, peculiarly appropri ing in conjunction with these skilled
Shells .................... 36 12 750 1248
ate to so much in its courre
PHONE 178
Rotary Club ___ 26 22 .541 1146
heads, and under the leadership of
But what is really surprising about
ROCKLAND
Smokeaters ......... 21 23 477 1183
the affair is not the Townsend plan the Supt Foster. My part is solely
C. C. C Camp .... 17 27 386 1223
i'self (after Epic. Technocracy. Social that of Park beautification, sugges
Credit and pee-wee golf one is pre tions for the buildings being worked
Business Men ..... 17 31 354 1115
pared for anything), but the fact that
out
by
a
special
artist
in
that
line.
Mystery
Five ....... 10 34 .227 1115
serious persons are actually finding
High individual single. Richardson,
Too much cannot be said of the
themselves ccmpelled to discuss it in
NORTH HOPE
BASKETBALL BATTLES 127.
serious terms. On Saturday Dr. j splendid cooperation existing be
Stuart E. Rice gave the best succinct tween all concerned from the high
High individual total. Bennett. 311
summary of it so far advanced when
The weather thus far this winter Townsend Club Of Rock
High team single. Red Triangles.
he pointed out that a scheme to pro est official to the boys in the camp has numbered few cold days, al
port Is Having Things Its 482
vide $2400-a-year incomes to 10.000 - ’ themselves.
though stormy periods have been
000 pensioners meant reducing the
I believe credit should be given
High team total. Red Triangles.
Own Way
frequent and roads icy, necessitating
remaining 120.000.000 inhabitants of where credit is deserved.
1330
the countrv to an average income of
the sanding of hills by the patrol
Rockport basketball fans saw two
ST PF. AVE.
$210 a head. This is the unavoidable
man. The horizon of a dull appear thrilling games at the Town hall
Bennett
13 1687 9313
result cf applying simple arithmetic
BASKETBALL BATTLES ance this week indicates snow, of
to the total national income (which
Monday night when the Townsend Wheeler __________ 21 1894 904
which this vicinity has been remark Club won both ends of a double
is only another word for the total of
We Lost At Orono
Oiguere ...............
3 8M 893
goods and services) now available
header, defeating thc Waldoboro Sherman _________ 30 2656 88 16
A scrappy Rockland High School ably free this season.
Even if Dr Townsend's simple shuf
fling about of the monev counters basketball team stepped out ot its
Mrs. Clara Hall was dinner guest A. C. in the first game 49 to 41. and Richardson . ............. 30 2655 88 15
were capable cf materially increasing class and took on thc Maine Frosh Sunday of Mrs. A I Perry at Willow the Cement plant in thc second, 33 Leonard ...............
15 1333 88 13
the production of actual goods and only to lose out in the final minute
to 32. The first game was the best Stearns ...................... 6 533 885
Brook.
services, instead of destroying it out
seen at Rockport this year.
Robinson ................... 6 525 87 3
right. as it would infallibly do, the of the game by the score of 27-25.
Mrs. Elwin Mank who has been ill
Getting away to a speedy start, the Dwina! ....................... 13 1563 8615
Winning the admiration of the good
prospect would still seem a thin one
for the mass of the electorate.
sized crowd the orange and black the past few weeks, was recently re Townsend Club ran up a 13 to 2 lead, Nash ..... ................. - 33 2852 86 14
The hard thing to understand is team completely out fought its older moved to Camden Community but coming back, strong Waldoboro
Women's League
why a politician should be regarded
Hospital.
soon closed the gap, to be trailing 12
as courageous for refusing to indorse and larger rivals losing because of
W L. PC. PF
1 to 15 at the quarter. At the half,
a plan for reducing the mass of the the greater manpower of the Fresh
Mr and Mrs. Charles Plummer and
Daisies
.......
................
21 9 .703 762
populace to this sub-sub-starvation man squad.
Mrs Plummers mother. Mrs. Ada i thc home team led 25 to 22. The Lilies . ................ 18 12 600 722
level; why a proposal to tax 90 per
The Rockland team started off Conant of North Appleton, visited last half was a game struggle until
cent of the populace Into the most
Buttercups ...
16
.592 725
eTindlng misery and nakedness should with a bang and was leading 6-0 in Sunday with Mrs. Hattie Green in the fourth period when the Town Dandylions .
13
481 728
b? regarded, even in the silly season, the first two minutes of play and as Belmont. Mrs. Conant remaining for send Club staged a fine rally, taking
Violets .......
.375 673
as a matter for serious debate, cr why the quarter ended it was Rockland 7
a
12-point
lead
which
the
visitors
1
Dr. Rice should be driven to describe Maine 3. In the second quarter Lord, an indefinite stay.
.055 650
were unable to overcome. Thus the Sr^ipdragon.>
it as not only "cruelly mischievous"
•High
individual
single.
Dot
War.*,
A.
I.
Perry
who
has
been
confined
home team closed the play on the
(which lt ls for these who put hope Rockland Center went on a scoring
96.
in it), but “filled with the possibilities spree and the half ended Rockland to his home for several weeks by long end a 49 to 41 score
•High Individual total, Dot Ware,
cr wreckage" The Townsend plan 14. Maine 7.
illness, is somewhat improved and
Townsend Club
attests the curiously insane atmos
177.
is
In
the
second
half
Rockland
conable
to
be
about.
A
weak
heart
•
G
F
p. I
pheres of the moment, but unless the
High team single. Dandylions, 449
Nash, rf .................. 8
0
16
American pecple have learned to like tinued to do good work and retain the retarding his recover}'•High team total, Daisies.854
Payson.
If
.........
7
paying stupendous taxes (a trait one lead but the extra large floor and the
I,
14
Mrs. Ida Pease, enroute from a day
‘New this week.
never noticed in them before i there reserve power of the Freshmen was
Bohndell, c ............ 5
1
11
spent with her son. Alton Pease at
can be. surely, no possibility cf our
ST. PF AVE
Woodward, rg ...... 1
beginning to tell on the boys and the
0
2
Congressmen actually voting It.
North Appleton, was a recent caller
Dot
Ware
19
1499 78 17
Erickson,
lg
..........
3
0
third quarter ended Rockland 22.
6
at Willow Brook.
29 1521 76 I
Annis, lg .................. o
0
The campaign for safety on the Maine 18 In that quarter the work
0 Pearl Nash ..........
Neda Foster ........... 14 1059 75.9
Bert Snow and daughter of Mass-'
—
Maine highways doesn’t appear to of Morgan and Crockett featured.
The
fourth
quarter
found
a
new
achusetts
were
visitors
last
week
at
Totals
24
be accomplishing much thus far, hut
49 Martina Elsmore ... . 12 878 73.2
Olive Weaver ....
19 1374 723
Waldoboro A. C
the groundwork has been laid, and Maine team against the Rockland the home of Mr. Snow's sister, Mrs
Lucy
Dickens
........
..
18 1280 71.2
F
a more cheerful record may he ex boys who pluckily held on to thc lead E. O. Ludwig.
G
P
2 141 70.1
1 Achorn. rf .............. 6
1
13 Roxy Whitehouse .
pected as the year progresses. mainly through the defensive work of
Mr. and Mrs. E. Donald Perry and Benner, If .............. 5
Dot
Wentworth
.....
.
17
1179 69 3
0
Meantime there seem to he two LaCrosse and fine floor work of
10
Kay
Rollins
............
.
16
1100 68 12
phases which should not be neglect Murglta. However with one minute son Donald were recent day guests ot j Young, c .................. 3
0
6
0
to play the Frosh scored a foul to Mrs. Perry's parents, Mr. and Mrs. • Orant. c ............
0
ed. -And here they are:
0 Florence Gray ....... . 2 134 67.
! Crowell, rg ............... 3
6]
Pedestrians—Walk ,on the left tie the score 25 all and in the fading Walter Bowden in Camden.
0
Mrs. A. I.Perry has been unable I Young, lg .............. 2
seconds of the game scored a floor
hand side of the road.
0
4 NORTH WASHINGTON
2 I
Drivers — Vse less speed on goal to cinch the game
to attend theday sessions
of the Weston- lg .............. 1
0
Maine
Freshman
B
_
_
, Mr and Mrs. Roy Lenfest of South
•tormv days when the pedestrian,
Grange on account of lameness and
—
Totals ................. 20
1
41 Liberty recently visited the former's
G.
F.
P. family illness. She expresses ap
umbrella in hand, is experiencing
0
4 preciation of the cards and letters1 Referee Richards. Tinier Went- parents. Mr. and Mrs M. W. Lenfest.
more difficulty in crossing a slippery R. C. Farris. If ...... 2
worth. Scorer Turner. Time 4-H)'s.
After being a patient in Knox HospiHartwell. If .......... 0
0
0 received from friends.
street.
» e • •
tai as result of a serious automobile
I n other words use common sense. Temple, If .............. 0
0
0
Gleason. If ................. 1
0 t
2
The second game was a basketball accit*ent at West Rockport. Mr. Lenand football all ln one. It* was fest
making gains toward recovery
0
0
The eyes of all World War vet Hutchinson, rf .... ... 0
marked by close scoring all the way. and
a^e t0 wa"c ’bort distances,
0
0
erans are eagerly fastened on Wash Plummer, rf .......... 0
2
ington to see what the lawmakers Lynch, rf ............. 10
neither team having more than a Mrs. Lenfest suffered from severe
0
0
and the President will do in regard R W. Farris, rf...... 0
three-point lead at any time which, bruises, but did not require hospital
kept the spectators in an uproar. treatment1
1,
to the bonus. Now appears to he Tolman. c ............. 0
The visitors led at the quarter. 6 to 5.
^ex Presco^ and sons have been
4
0
3
the psychological moment for the Millett, c ....
0
but the home team held the advan- engaS?d in getting out cordwood.
1
1
advocates to win, hut aside from the Cameron, lg
01
tage at the half by 15 to 14.
I Mr and Mrs ulrlc Peal>ody of the
0
0
political angle is thc growing con Turner, lg ...
The last half saw the lead change j viliagc werc visitors Sunday at the
0
1
1|
viction among many persons that Ela. lg .........
1
0
2; Here is a remarkable new money- hands often. With but 15 seconds to Lenfest brothers' home here,
there is vastly more merit to bonus Robbins, lg
go, and the visitors holding a one>barles ^rummitt has employed |
•
0
payments than there is to thc reck Titcomb. rg
0 i back tobacco offer:
point lead, the home team scored a two Ha^owe^ men for the cutting of
0
0
less expenditures being made on all Hall, rg ....
0I
HERE IS OUR OFFER to pipe smok
Guppy, rg
3
0
. 6
sides.
field goal, and holding off the last cordwood.
ers: Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of
"
0
Elbridge Lenfest Ls starting out
Claslin, rg ..
0
0
few seconds rush by thc opponents,
Prince Albert. If you don’t find it the
lumber for delivery to Quigg's mill in
made
lt
a
pcfect
evening
by
nosing
Here comes the Lewiston Journal
mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you
Palermo. Claude French being the
Totals ................. 12
27
to our rescue hy telling of a fire of
ever smoked, return the tin with the out thc Cement Plant 33 to 32.
truckman.
Townsend
Club
Rockland
“unlearned" origin. It is manifest
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any
G.
F.
P.
ly impossible to coin a new word for
G.
F
P time within a month from this date,
Hardesty's Peerless is true to its
2
every news event that happens, but Morgan, rg ............. 1
1
6
3; and we will refund full purchase Smith, rf .......... .... 2
3
that other expressed “undetermined Leo, rg ..................... 0
1
0
0 price, plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Wentworth. If ... .
7 name. The flour without an equal —
6-8
4
1
9 adv.
origin" was becoming a bit frayed Merritt, rg ............. 0
0
0 Reynolds Tobacco Company, Win E. Crockett, c ....
7 j ston-Salem, North Carolina.
Annis. rg ............. .... 2
around the edges. And now will Crockett, lg .......... 3
1
1
5
January is the month to save on
Whittier, lg
.... 3
the Lewiston Journal or some other Karl, lg ................. 0
0
0
0 . 6
This offer can be made, because Prince
fine,
personal printed stationery.
Totals
.................
newspaper give us a new expression Lord, c ................... 2
14
4
8
5 . 33
Albert is sure to please! For we use
Thc Courier-Gazette is offering dur-1
0!
for the airplane that "roars away in Skinner, c ............. 0
Cement Plant
0
only mild, choice tobacco—“crimp
Murgita, rf ............. 1
p. Ing January RYTEX DECKLE EDGE I
thc dawn"?
O
1
F.
3 cut” for slow, cool smoking. Ail
Winchenbach, rf .... 0
Day,
rf
..........
.....
8
0
1
17 VELLUM stationery in DOUBLE the j
°! “bite” is removed. And there are
1
0
4 about 60 pipefuls in the big 2-ounce G. Starr. If ..... ...... 3
7 uiual quantity (100 sheets and 100
We note by a number of our LaCrosse. If .......... 2
envelopes)—with your Name and Ad
Peterson.
If
.............
0
......
1
Haskell,
c
......
o
2
0
.Maine exchanges that several or
o’ tin. Prince Albert makes a finedress or Monogram tor $1.00 a box.
Ray,
rg
..........
.....
0
0
0
0
ganizations have appealed to Sena Raye, If ................. 0
tasting roll-your-own cigarette too.
C 19U. R. J. Iternold* Tab. Co.
See samples and place your order at
Carrol,
lg
.......
......
3
0
tor Borah to speak in this State.
6
—
Totals ................. 9
7
Totals ......... ...... 15
25
2
32 once tor one or more boxes of this
Tliis does not sound like thc hos
Referee Nash. Timer Wentworth. beautiful Deckle Edge printed paper.
Referee. Wallace, Umpire Cust.
tility which was predicted for the
Time 4-8 minute periods,
•dv.
Idaho statesman in the East.
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE Scorer Turner, Time 4 10’s,

COLD ITEMS

CORNER

DRUG STORE

niuim

»

SMOKE
20 PIPEFULS
AT OUR RISK

U AT PRICES YOU'LL LIKE
CANNED VEGETABLES
PORK
CHOPS
MAINE PEAS..................................... 2 No. 2 tins 25c
WAX OR GREEN

STRING BEANS................................. 3 No. 2 tins 29c

27c

BEST
CENTER,
CUTS

FINNAN HADDIE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 14c
A Sale of THREE CROW Products
THREE CROW EXTRACTS............. 2 oz bots 19c
CREAM TARTAR
SODA—pound of each
Black Pepper, lge
%
Ginger,
lb
Cinnamon,
Cloves
pkgs

... OOC
HERE'S AN ARTICLE
OF QUALITY' AT A
VERY ECONOMICAL PRICE
STOC K CP—THIS SALE FOR THE WEEK ONLY

Tender Leaf
Tea, 3*/2 oz pkg

SWIFT’S PREMIUM

CORNED BEEF HASH
Two 16 oz. tins 27c

Davis
5 lb tin
Baking Powder

A WHOLESOME DELICIOUS MEAL

ROCKLAND'S OWN—BUY NOW AT THIS LOW PRICE

24'i LB.
SACK

NORMAN R FLOUR

dozen 19e , LETTUCE
peek 23c I Bl'TTER—Country Roll
2 lbs 29c
EGGS— Selected

ORANGES, for juice
SPINACH
Pl'RE I.ARD OR COMPOUND

PEANUT BUTTER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 lb jar 17c
BLUE LABEL
red utBEL

can 15c
can 17c

............

No. 1

1 Can Beans, 28 oz.
1 Lge. Bottle Ketchup
1 Can Brown Bread

ARGO CORN STARCH..........................2 pkgs 15c

DIAMOND D COFFEE ....................................lb 15c
FREE RUNNING SALT........ six l>/2 lb pkgs 25c

FANCYLARGE
SIZE

all for 29c

BISQUICK

PRUNES

3 23c

SHIRLEY
TEMPLE
MUG
FREE

No. 2

2 Pkgs. Macaroni
1*2 Lb. Mild Cheese

33c

lge.
Pkg

2 heads 13c
lb 37c
dozen 27c

Economy Specials

Ground from number one peanuts only

VADPkCVDIlD
IkAIxU OIIaUI

85c

all for 21c
WONDER WARE OAT, dessert dish in ea. pkg. 9c
Light, tender, wholesome, sugared snowy white with especially
prepared sugar. Delirious. A new taste thrill in doughnuts.

“For Fine Laundering”

SUGAR DOUGHNUTS.. .. .. .. .. . dozen 24c
Pure Honey,

12c Sc-;t Crust Bread,
5 oz. jar

LOG CABIN

Syrup,

bot 20c

CAKE PLATE FREE

LUX lge pkg 22c

09c

“For Toilet and Bath”

20 oz. loaf

LIFE BUOY SOAP
4 cakes 25c

POST

Bran Flakes pkg 10c

THIS WEEK WHY NOT SERVE PEA SOUP A JOHNNIE BREAD

CORN MEAL........................................... 5 lb bag 19c
WHOLE GREEN PEAS............................ quart 17c

2 lge Cakes Big Ben Soap
1 lge pkg Silver Dust
3 cans Sunbrite Cleanser
1 Heavy Dish Cloth

ROASTING PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 21c
Chuck Roast.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 14c
Sirloin Steak.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 23c
Corned Beef ™
lb 19c

all for 29c

PURITAN

PURE PORK
SAUSAGE
SMALL LINKS

SPECIAL
VEAL ROAST, boneless
VEAL HAMBURG, lb.
VEAL For Stewing

Fresh Haddock’s Spawn......... lb 17c
Fresh Cod Tongues........... 2 lbs 19c
Fresh Cod Cheeks..................... lb 16c
ONE CARTON TISH—200 sheets
THREE CAKES WOOL SOAP
ALL
TOTAL VALUE, 33c
FOR

21c

PERRY’S NEW MARKET, PARK ST. OFFERS YOU—FREE DELIVERY
PHONE 1234 FOR QUICK DEPENDABLE SERVICE
AND REMEMBER, OUR FREE DELIVERY SERVICE EXTENDS TO
ROCKPORT
THOMASTON
OWL’S HEAD
ROCKVILLE
AND OTHER NEARBY TOWNS

PERRY’S MARKETS

a

Every-Other-Day
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Oeorge Kittredge has returned to
the Severn School, Averna Park, Md.,
to resume his studies.

TENANT'S HARBOR
Mrs. It. J. Mackenzie

Henry B. Bird and son, Theodore I
leave Saturday to attend the National
Canners’ Convention in Chicago.
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To build up thc incubator fund for '■
Knox Hopital the Woman's Auxiliary j
ls to conduct a cooked food sale at I
the Senter Crane Store Saturday at |
2, with Mrs. Russell Bartlett in
I charge.

TALK OF THE TOWN
comino

NFionnoRHOon

events

Jon. 17 (3 to 9:301—Woman's Educa-1
tlonal Club opening, gentlemen’s guest]
night
Jan 19—Visitation of Rt Rev. Benjamen Brewster at St Peters Church.
Jan 21—Ice carnival at Community
Park skating rink.
Jan 23—Luncheon for Diligent Dames
at home of Mrs Clarence Munsey.
Jan 24—Methebesec Club meets at
Orand Army hall
Jan 24—Camden—Recital of Camden
and Rockland pupils of Doris Heald
School of Dancing, at Opera House.
Jan. 31—Annual recital of Mrs. Else
Allen Corners dance pupils at Pork
Theatre.
Feb 2—Candlemas Day
Feb 3—Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R..
meets with Mrs Nellie Peterson.
Feb 3—Monthly meeting of City
Government. •
Feb 10- Adam Walsh to address Par
ent-Teacher Association.
Feb. 13—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14—Valentine Day.
Feb 21—Camden—Fire Department
Gift Ball In Opera House.
Feb 22—Washington s Birthday.
Feb 20—Ash Wednesday
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair at
Opera House sponsored by CamdenRockport Lions Club
March 17—St Patrick's Day.
March 23-20—Orono—Farm and Home
week
April 5—Palm Sunday.
April 10—Good Friday.
April 12—Easter
June 9—Republican National Conven*
tlon opens ln Cleveland.
June 9-11—Annual convention GAR
and allied bodies ln Rockland
June 15—Primary Election
June 19-21—Annual encampment of
th~ Maine Department. Veterans of
Foreign Wars. In this city.

There will be public supper at Le
gion hall Saturday 5 to 7. with Mrs.
Marjorie Jackson as chairman.

- Onside**110”
For Your Economy

Buy Now Before New Taxes Are Made By Congress.
A Word To the Wise Is Sufficient

V

MAY LOSE INDUSTRY

i

savings

Unweleomr news reached this
office yesterday in the form of
a statement that thr plant of
thc
Bicknell
Manufacturing

|
i
.
|

Company may be moved to Elberton. Georgia. The head of
the corporation. Putnam. P. Bicknell. is now on a business trip
through thc South and could not
be reached by an interviewer,
but it was learned here that if
thc change is made it will be
due to "changing conditions”
and "excessive manufacturing
costs in Maine." Thc Bicknell
Manufacturing Company (formerly thc Livingston Manufacturing Companyi has long been
classed as onr of the city's leading industries, and it is everybody's hope that the loss may
be averted.

1
|
|
|
|

lb 14c

PURE LARD

(one or I lb. carton!
57 lb. tubs. 20 lb. tubs, 18 lb. case;, at same low price-.

SALT PORK

lb 16c

(2-3 lb. strips!

$5.10

SUGAR,

(Fine Granulated!
luu lbs. toweling bags. $5.10; 25 lb. bags. Si.37; 10 lb bags. 49c

bag 79c

FLOUR,

I White Rose Family, bbl. 8 bags, $6.30.
Stovers Pride 99c, bbl. $7.75; King Victor $1.14; Pillsbury's Best
$1.14; Occident, Sl-251.
Pastry Flour, bag 69c.

100 lb bag $1.50

CORN

|
a
)
|

j

|

j

i

The meeting of Junior Harmony
Club tonight at the home of Mrs.
Leola Noyes will begin at 6:30 sharp,
so that several of Lhe members, as
well as Mrs. Noyes, may attend the
concert at the Universalist church.
Levi Berry is out after illness, but
not able as yet to resume his duties
with the Maine Central Railroad.
His place is being filled for the time
by Fred True of Portland. Mrs.
True being here with her parents. Mr
and Mrs. James Lawrence. Ulmer
street

(Fancy No. 2 Yellow Corn. Cracked Corn or MeaJi
We bought ten cars of this fancy dry com before the advance,
therefore this low price. Buy quick today.

DAIRY FEEDS

100 lb bag $1.53

(Farmer’s Favorite!
Stover's Pride Dairy Highest Grade, madc all pure, $1.73.

100 lb bag $l.S0

POULTRY FEEDS

(Stover’s All Mash)
M. F. L. Egg Mash with oil. per bag $2.00; 25 lb. bag. 57c.
Scratch Feed, bag $1.85. 25 lb. bag 47c.

BRAN OR MIDDUNGS

bag $1.39

Pure Bran or Middlings

BEANS

100 lb bag $3.75

Fancy Michigan Pea Beans
15 lb. peck 68c. 5 lbs. 23c. quart 9c.
Fancy Native Johnson Beans. 60 lb. bushel $3.50, 15 lb. peck 98c.
quart 18c.
Yellowrye Beans. 15 lb. peck 98c.
Red Kidney Beans, lb. 8r. Native Fresh Eggs, doz. 27e. Po
tatoes, bushel 90c, pecks 25c.

STOVER’S
FREE DELIVERY
FREE PREMIUMS. GIFTS EACH WEEK
We sell by the- pound, by the bag. truckloads or carloads
86 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. 1203
Thr Home of “MORE FOR LESS.” $25.00 Orders Delivered Free
To All Nearby Towns
6-8

From a Bridgeport (Conn.) paper
is here reprinted an obituary of Mrs.!
R. J. Mackenzie who was long a be
loved summer resident of this com
munity:
"Friends and associates in her1
many philanthropic activities at
tended funeral services Friday for |
Mrs. Roderick J. Mackenzie of Brook
lawn Park at the Westminster Pres
byterian Church. Rev. Paul D. Wells,
pastor, officiating. The bearers were
E. P Bullard, Walter Harrington,
Charbs Emery. Fred Merwin, Andre
Waldhaus and S M. Keogh. Inter[ ment was in Mountain Grove ceme
tery.
"Nellie
(Ludwig)
Mackenzie,
whose husband is president and
| treasurer of Mackenzie Brothers of
I the Bridgeport Public Market, was
I born 72 years ago in St. George,
1 daughter of Lemuel and Lucy Lud1 wig. who traced their ancestry to thc
| Colonists. She was married to Mr.
i Mackenzie in Lawrence. Mass., and
i soon afterward they madc their home
in Bridgeport where they had one of
‘ the city's most imposing homes.
"Mrs. Mackenzie was one of the
founders and a charter member of
I the Westminster Church and her
support was largely responsible for
j the growth of the congregation. A
member of Mary Siiliman Chapter,
I DA.R , she was notably active in '
the chapter's work during the World
I j War. Though ill. she was planning,
the week previous to her death, to
attend the January meeting of the
chapter.
"She was outstanding for tlie work
which resulted in the founding of
thc Fanny Crosby home Mrs. Orville !
Rector, with whom she was as
sociated in this work, said, “She gave
generously, frequently, and no work
was too hard for her." Other
friends spoke of Mrs. Mackenzie's
kindnesses in other causes, among
them her diligent campaign, which
proved successful, to found the
first library for Tenants Harbor,
scene of the Mackenzie summer
home.
"Survivors are her husband, her
i<n, William N. Mackenzie, and
grandchildren. Eleanor and Ruth "

Design Dresses
Young ideas in
women's sizes .
Sizes 38 to 46

$9.75

If you ve always rebelled at matronly fashion you 11
love "Dual Design

Dresses

Created by an authority in women's styles in col
laboration with a noted misses designer . . .
They have Youth and they Fit
Featuring

New Prints

in

"Color-on-Color"

the

patterns the fashion magazines are writing so much

about.
* * * *

Another Group of

New Prints
$6.95
These are really copies of much more expensive

A man 77 years old—certainly old
dresses. They look "too good to be true"
enough to know better—was arrested '
by Patrolman Hatch Tuesday for
* ♦ * *
Winfield Ramsdell who is in charge
naughty proceedings on Tillson
of
the
Portland
factory
of
tne
Ramsj
avenue. Six months in jail.
dell Packing Company ccmes to RockUp To Date Store in Chisholm Block, corner Main
Rockland has a National Youth Ad- ^nd tomorrew. and joined bv his
and Lindsey Streets
ministration project.
Harcld M. si4ter- Mrs Prrd Trecartin. treasurer
Bates has been appointed supervisor. • 0?
^rpkland factory, will go to
New style front, good light; lowest insurance rate
_____
i Chicago to attend the National CanFARM AND HOME WEEK
in the city. Good location. An opportunity for
Baptist Men’s League tonight |ners Convention.
Winter Has Hardly Started
someone to do business. Inquire at—
offers an especiallv tempting supper.'
Woodchopping Contest Will Again B.popular selections bv the Pine Tree | Peasant Valley folks are serving
Our Stock Is Complete
Feature At Orono
Quartet, and "Green Ink Tales' by auother excellent supper cn Friday
Mr. Winslow.
: evening at 6 with Myron Young as
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Farm and Home Week at the Uni
_____
chairman. The men have charge and
versity of Maine, the 20th annual
Men will be welcomed as special look forward to serving many of their
mid-winter gathering of farm peo
guests at thc opening meeting of thc friends. A card party follows with
A CLOSE GAME
ple
at the College of Agriculture,
Woman's Educational Club in Grand Miss Susan Spear in charge of bridge
and
Mrs.
Hazel
Bartlett
of,
83.
Prizes
Thc
proArmy hall Friday night,
opens March 23 and continues
Sizes 4 to 16
Thomaston High beat Castine Nor
awarded. Play begins at 7.30
gram begins at 7.15.
through March 26. according to an
mal School 33 to 32 at Thomaston
announcement from Dean Arthur L.
last night.
Dr. Mary E. Reuter has accepted ar
Mrs. W. C. Noyes, chairman of the
I The telephone rang recently and Deering
invitation to address the section on Christmas Seals which the Itooevik
Talks, demonstrations, contests and
Sizes 4 to 10
T. HiH POsT VFtV '"has When 1 Said' Hell° thc pany on meetings of agricultural organizations
Huntley
Diseases of Women at the 40th annual Club handled this year for Knox cfAlbert
Formerly $4.95 and $5.95
convention of the American Osteo County, asks that all having money
entered upon custodial duties at the the other end sald' ‘‘John M,thews are Matures of the four-day affair,
pathic association tn New York next or seals return same to her as soon
which closes with a banquet Thurs
July. The invitation came from Dr. as possible, in order that the record Pcstoffice, a third janitor having ^peaking
day night. Several of Maine's out
"AU right, John." said I. "what's
K A Bush. Harper. Kans.. program may be closed. Mrs. Noyes makes the bccn necessitated by the enlargement
standing farmers and homemakers %#9&»9&»JbitiSENTER CRANE COMPANY
federal building.
on your mind?"
chairman of the section. Dr. Reuter appeal to return mone^' rather than
wiU be honored at the banquet, is
will discuss "Dysmenorrhea and Its the seals, so that the Knox County
-------“Gome on over to the Masonic has been the custom in other years.
-I
WOULD CREATE JOBS
quota may show up favortibly.
Ralph Philbrook. Frank Stone and Temple. Cambridge, for watch night A wood chopping contest, popular
Treatment."
S. F. Copeland, representing the services Thursday evening."
event a year ago. will be repeated this George Leonard Takes Up Cudgels In
The Wawenock Club was enter- I
) Rockland Nash Co., attended a Nash"You're crazy, son. watch night is year, says Dean Deering.
talned Monday evening bv Mrs Abbie )
THE NEXT POSTMASTER
Behalf Of the Townsend Plan
Lafayette dealers' meeting at the tonight, not Thursday.”
Maine railroads will again offer re
RICHARD L. PHELPS, Organist
Campbell at her home on Granite [
Lafayette Hotel. Portland. Wednes-i -ar right, come over to Amicable duced rates, states Professor Maurice
The United States Civil Serv
street. Quotations from Edmund
day.
i Lodge and watch me installed as D. Jcnes, chairman of the Farm and Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
lotte c aughlin Soloist
ice CommL-sion yesterday made
Relative to the much-discussed
Spencer were given in response to thc
-------i Worshipful master. Ernest is here Home Week committee Others on
public
the
names
of
flic
four
Townsend Plan, lt is my opinion that
BERTHA LUCE, Violinist
roll call and current events reviewed
A special convocation of King Solo- and will be among those present" the committee are: L. M. Dorsey,
leading applicants in the Rock
the principle is sound. Money hoard- j
and the question box discussed. Mrs. j
mon's
Temple
Chapter
will
be
held)
(Ernest
Rawley.
his
brother-in-law
Pearl S. Green. F. P. Loring of the ers and indolent young men are the
land po tmaster contest. Head
Lelia Benner presented a paper on
' tonight for the purpose of installing j of Tenants Harbor, past master of College staff and C. A Day, Exten
ing
the
list
fa'
Hector
G.
Staples,
only probable opponents of thc pro
! the ofHcers-elect into their respec Eureka Lodge, postmaster and base
“Lakes of Killarney" and Mrs. Evelyn
sion Editor.
8.15 P. M.
Tickets 50c
posal. It Is said that it would not
Snow on "Belfast and the Giant j commander of Wtn'low-Holbrook
Most Excellent Com- ball magnate. St. Oeorge Baseball
tive
stations.
5-6&7*
Post. ifcond, David L. McCarty,
create jobs, but it is my contention
Causeway." Mrs Cora Snow and Mrs.
panion James A Richan will be the Club. I believe.)
and three different places, Tenants i that
WOuld
northrnd
drug
store
proprietor,
A. B. Norton presented magazine arti
installing officer The Chapter will
At thc dinner table. Ernest and I Harbor. Cambridge and Boston
third. Edward C. Moran, Sr., inI. for one. would paint my house,
cles oir Ireland. The next meeting ]
HIIJA ANDERSON SAARI
have as guests Brethren of Aurora' madc John sit between us, so we could
Thus another Harbor boy hat repair it. install modern furnishings,
HOPE
iurance
broket;
and
fourth.
El

will be with Mrs. Evelyn Snow in '
and
Rockland
Lodges.
F.A.M..
of
give
him
our
moral
and
physical
supmade
good
in
business
and
fraternal
mer Of Davis, who wa until re
and
buy
all
those
things
which
my
Mrs L. P Cccmbj of Rcckland has
Thomaston.
cently engaged in banking work. > Rockland. and Knox Lodge of South port, as he was so "noivous". He circles. John is well known and well family need, but which now are pro-1 Badness to friends and relatives teen visiting her mother Mrs. Luella
Thomaston. There will be light re- j snapped out of it during the evening, liked by all in Cambridge. We wish
Following the ordinary channels, j
hibitlve owing to a limited Income. ] was occasioned Nov. 16 by the death I BartlcU and slslcr Mlss
Bart.
All persons who wish to learn mere ,
freshments after the installation.
though, and made a very dignified you every success. Worshipful John
about the fast spreading Townsend ]
the i-lection will be mad? from
Others would do the same. Specula-1 of Hilja. wife of Elno Saari, eldest lett
worshipful master.
Mathews (the third generation in j tion would concern only those who daughWr ot Mr and Mrs. william
Plan are invited to attend thc pub- ]
this quartet by Congrcv man '
The
safety
meeting
in
the
Congre
Amicable Lodge was instituted the family belonging to the Masonic
Mcran.
Po tma1 ter V-azie's I
lie meeting of Rockland Townsend
bemflted thereby. Purchasing power
Maj'je you are not going to sunny
term expires in March.
I gational vestry Tuesday night was] June 10. 1806. During the anti- fraternity—grandfather. 1860; father, would be created because when peo Anderson.
Club tonight at 7.30. in Knights of
' California or Florida, but you will
I nearly broken up when word reached, Masonic times lt surrendered its 1893; grandson. 1918.) You Just can't ple are sure of another dollar there Mrs Saari was born in Thomaston. want a box of this attractive RYTEX
Pythias hall. The club will have as
OE Wishman. the presidingofficer. I charter tothe Grand Lodge of Mass- Keep the Harbor boys down. They
iU guest speaker. Rev. J. Clarence
is no hesitation in spending lt, and June 87. 1906. but when very young RIO stationery with the Palm Tree
All
roads
tonight
lead
to
the
Unithat
there had been t badaccident achusetts. but it was restored to the I bob up on land and sea; and in the that in turn involves manufacturing. moved, with her parents, to East
Leckemby of Pittsfield. Mr. Leckin a variety of pastel shades. Thia
Warren and ln that community re
embv. who is a staunch supporter of versallst church where a concert will near Pleasant Gardens on the Thom lodge in 1846 and given into the I hereafter will bob up in Heaven and O' increased business
unusual stationery printed with your
aston
road.
It
was
learned
that
a
custody
of
Wor.
Bro.
Mathews
durI
not
thc
other
place,
we
hope.
“
So
the Townsend Plan, will deliver an be given at 8.15 to afford opportunity
If the funds can be raised, there is ceived her schooling, later joining 1 Namc and Address in contrasting
be!"
address. "America at the cross “> the public to hear the new Ham- side-car motorcycle driven by Irving ing the installation services. At ■ mote
no doubt in my mind that it would the Warren Highland Orange She
was married March 10. 1928 to Elno «>to's * “PW^ly priced now at $1.00
Reads' He has especially requested] mond or^n^ At the console will be Keizer and occupied also by William! other meetings it is kept in a safe
Boze
break the money power. Make money
per box. for 50 sheets and 50 envelopes.
Richard
S.
Phelps
of
Boston,
an
as

Brooks,
had
collided
with
two
pedes-'
deposit
valut
and
acopy
used.
At
Somerville.
Mass.
Jan.
11
that all persons who are 60 years of
a medium of exchange such as lt Saari of Waldoboro, and of this See samples at ohee at The Couriertrians. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Staples. its 125th anniversary in 1930, the
____________
sistant
organist
at
St.
Paul's
Cathed

union
was
born
a
daughter.
Muriel.
age. cr older, to make a special effort
should be.
Oeorge I. Leonard.
ral. a gifted young man whose selec- who were walking toward Rockland. lodge had 727 members, but like
After their marriage. Mr and (Mrs. Gazette office—adv.
BORN
to attend this meeting, as his address
Rockland. Jan. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Staples were brought many others, has lost members dur BLACK—At Waldoboro. Jan. 12. to Mr
tions
will
be
chosen
to
display
the
Saari made their home In Rockland
will be vitally important to them.
and Mrs Ernest Black, a son.
to Knox Hcspital. the former suffer ing thc past five years.
Although failing in health the past
PHILBROOK -At Knox Hospital. RockNew members will be enrolled In tho varied possibilities of this instrument
ing from a compound fracture of one
land. Jan II. to Mr and Mrs Ivan
The installation ceremonies were
i
four years, owing to a rheumatic ailClub at this meeting There will be which is revolutionizing thc organ
Philbrook of Matinlcus, a son
industry. With Mr. Phelps will ap cf his legs, and Mrs. Staples from J dignified and impressive. The inj ment, she bore her illness with fortla short entertainment.
pear Kitty McLaughlin, dramatic sprained arm. Brooks was cut about | stalling officer was a past master of
I tude and patience. She will be greatMARRIED
the lips
Officers Chapman and the lodge GV. M. 1934) and received peaSE-mitchell—At St. Ocor . Jan
! ly missed by all with whom she asFirst showing spring knitwear for soprano, and Bertha I. Luce, violinist,
12. by Rev Mildred P McLean. Harland
ar
Hatch investigated.
his degrees in the same class as Wor.
. soclated.
Women and Misses. Two piece Models two artists of the first water, whose
H. Pease, of Woolwich, and Prances E !
AND
Mitchell, of Thomaston
Bro. Mathews in 1918. -..-er the reFuneral services were lield at thc
—all bright colors. Moderately priced talents never fail to serve as a drawPersons who do not know why they tiring master had been presented a
at Burdell's Dress Shop —adv. 7-it
card
Finnish Congregational Church in
DIED
gain or lose weight are urged to con- past master's Jewel, he requested tlie
St
Oeorge. Mrs. Saari was borne to
14. Simon
Established 1840
Odds and ends sale of books, chil suit a physician before they attempt, presiding master to meet him on the 1 ” B°m in"®
month. 13
the Thomaston cemetery for inter- '
Hardesty’s Peerless is true to its
day*. | Correction |
dren's books, stationery, ink and to gain or lose through diet.
Licensed
Embalmere and
level,
and
he
pinned
upon
his
breas'
[
ment
by
her
cousins.
Elno
Anderson.
name. Thc flour without an equal —
Attendant*
many other small articles at money
It is peculiarly important that
a past master's jewel. A past master
Andrew Anderson. Edward Hall, and
adv.
6-8
IN MF.MORIA.M
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
saving prices. Come in and look
of Amicable Lodge bequeathed his
In Loving Memory of our only daugh
brother-in-law, Aimo Saari. Beauti- Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
a service such as it is our priviter
and
sister.
A
Esther
Hendrickson,
1
1
them over. Huston-Tuttle Book Store.
jewel to the lodge so that the presid who passed away Jan Id. 1935
The sale of home-craft ai tides, pic
leg; and duty to perform be like ' ful flowers expressed affectionate re4(i4 Main street.
7-81
Day or Night Telephone
J gard of relatives and friends.
ing master might have it to wear Tne depth! of sorrow we cannot tell
tures, mottoes, quilts, knitted and
the ministrations of a trusted
during
his
term
in
office.
So
watch
Survivors
besides
her
husband
and
,
hand-woven neckwear, etc., will con
450
Public supper Legion hall. Satur
friend. Our atm is to be at all
out for John When he shows un seme Hcr memory we shall always keep
daughter are her parents. Mr. and j Representatives In all largo cltle*
tinue fcr the remainder of this week
I
.
.
.
.
,
_
,
.
J
Mother.
Father
and
Brothers
day. Jan. 18. 5 to 7 —25 cents.—adv.
times worthy of your trust.
night in Eureka Lodge with the Jewel
•
Mrs. William Anderson; sister, Mrs I in the United States and Canada
at the What-Not Shop. 491 Main
7-lt
I on.
-----------------Robert Emery; one infant nephew.]
street.
New designs in hocked-rujj
AMBULANCE
and I were Muieu
seated on
on .(a
William; and several aunts, uncles
patterns, or we will design a rug for
' , Ernest
.
In lov(ng ,N MKMOR
Q{ iam A stanleJ.
Service Is Instantly available.
front
row
bench
as
past
masters,
and
'
wiio
passed
away
Jan
16.
1927
and
cousins.
you. any style or size.—adv.
7*lt
Experienced attendants on duty.
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
Some day we hope to meet her
John seated in tlie east as presiding
Some dav. wa know not whanRepaired, and Custom Set Building
Day and Night Telephone
master (he is also a past master) i To clasp her hand. In a better land.
Honey contains two simple sugars
Tickets to thc skating field may be
by expert engineer
Never to part again
and
representing
good
old
Tenants
dextrose
and
levulose.
which
can
be
obtained at Chisholm’s store or from .
In our hearts her memory lingers.
CROCKETT’S GARAGE
450
Sweetly, tender, fond and true—
TEL. 662
Harbor There were past masters
E. McRae $1 for the season. Glva i Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden member
absorbed directly into the blood Ml MAU 8T. ROCKLAND, MB.
In a home that today
. , , ,
“ *
National Radio Institute,
present of three different lodges ln
H lonesome for you.
some poor youngster a winters fun —i
Washington, n c
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND stream and made available for
Mother, ai.ltra and Riotlier
adv.
156*13 1
______ ___
two States, Maine and Massachusetts
136tl
‘ e&efjy

STORE

TO

LET

Ski Suits

CHISHOLM’S

Ladies' two-piece,

$7.50 to $9.75

Children’s two-piece,

$7.50

Children’s one-piece,

$3.95, $4.95

Tenants Harbor Days

CONCERT—UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

j

ML

,

Thursday, January 16

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

B

Funeral Parlors

ppoRTUMiry

Russell funeral Home
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WALDOBORO
Elton Lewis of Boothbay was ln
town Mcnday.
Mr and Mrs Ernest Black are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a son. Jan 12.
ML'S Orace Black of Rockland has
been guest of Mr and Mrs. W H
Crowell.
A truck belonging to unknown pat 
ties made a sensational scene in the
street Monday morning. The driver
evidently intending to turn up Depo:
street, lost control of the machine
which dashed across the cement walk
in a narrow space between the tele
phone pole tn front of Gay's store and
the store itself, then down two or
three feet over the cement walk and
frem there proceeded safely down the
hill toward the bridge
• • • •

Report* of Library’ V ■aviation
The „nn,.al meeting of the Waldo
boro Public Library Association was
held Monday evening in the library
building. E A. Olidden. the president
was in the chair. Following reports
of the effleers. Mrs. Sarah Lash
librarian, gave her report for the year,
according to which the circulation for
1935 was 13817.225 books being added
during the vear Ninety-five were
bought and 130 were gifts. A gift of
money was also received frem the
Lincoln Ccunty Choral Club.
The librarian teported also that the
reading table had been well patron
ized and that the children's books had
■ a large ciiculation. A group of wom
en have donated money toward chairs
and a small table for children.
OfLcers are Faster James:n. presi
dent; Nathan Farwell, vice president;
Edgar Hagerman, secretary; Hare id
* Flanders, treasurer; Mrs Ina Smith
and S H Weston, trustees for three
years The chairman of the enter
tainment committee is Mrs. Ida Stahl
and of the book committee. Earle
Spear Mr Olidden. who Is retiring
from the presidency after holding the
cfflre for 18 years was given an ex
pression cf appreciation for his long
service in the interests of the library
The new president, Mr. Jameson, is
ably fitted to carry on this fine pro
ject and will without doubt, give the
support to it that he has to other or
ganizations with which he has been
connected.
.

Aerial photograph ihowlng the Port of New York Authority Building In the heart of New York City, the
city’a biggest building In floor space and cubic content. Here, in Commerce Hall, from February 4 to 8, will
be housed the Poultry Industries Exposition.
NEW YORK, N. T.-The Poultry ucts, and will be a parade of tbe and poultry organlxations, are areIndustries Exposition will be held Northeast's quarter billion dollar paring exhibits llsplaylng tbetr ac
February 4 to 8 in Commerce Hall, part In the production ot poultry tivities In tbe poultry field to dis
New York's largest exposition au and eggs. It will be attended by play to visitors vome of their stditorium, ln the Port of New York commercial poultrymen from every forts ln behalf sf the poultry In
Authority Building Tbe building, one ot the thirteen states repre dustry The displays and demon
shown in tbe above photograph. Is sented ln tbe Council and will dis strations w'll Involve the use :•* the
ln the heart of the city, at Eighth play to members of the industry most modern roc merclai equip
Avenue and Fifteenth Street and and laymen alike the equipment, ment for 'he efficient handling jt
Is within a few minutes ot the supplies, services and methods pcultry and poultry products, as
principal shopping centers and the necessary to efficient and profitable well as the newest methods em
wholesale food districts.
production of poultry and poultry ployed for protection age.-at di
Tbe Exposition, which Is being products.
sease. parasitic enemies and theft
sponsored by the Northeastern The Federal Government and all
Concurrent with tbe Exposi'ion
Poultry Producer's Council, will of the thirteen State govern u ts will be a series of lectures and
combine for the first time ln any Included ln the area represented clinics arranged for visiting poulexposition the Interests ot the pro by the Northeastern Poultry Pro trvmen which will ti-esent ‘he n ist
ducer. the distributor and tbe con ducer’s Council, agricultural col authoritative speakers and poultry
sumer of poultry and poultry prod leges and many other agricultural experts In the country.

VINALHAVEN
Union Church t circle will hold a i
cake and candy rale at Senter Crane's
store Saturday at 2 o'clock.
Mrs. N F Atwood and Mrs. Prank
Mullen entertained Tuesday at a
pyramid tea In Union Church parson-)
age
Mr and Mrs. Marshall Coc mbs re
turned Saturday from a week's stayin Bcston and vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M Cassie were
hosts to The Buddies 8unday night
at their hc-me.
Curtis Wehster was in Camden Sat
urday and there attended the joint
installation of Limerock Valley Po
mona and Megunticook Oranges. Mr
Web: ter was installed as treasurer of
the former organization.
Housekeepers at the meeting of the
American Legion Auxiliary
last
Thursday at The Shoe were Mrs. Hagel Dyer. Mrs Claudine Dyer and
Mrs Belle Davis. A tacking toee fea
tured the afterncon entertainment.
Moses Webster Lodge F.AJM . met
Tuesday night.
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will
assemble tonight, Thursday for an
nual meeting and election of officer.’
L A. Coombs expects to leave Sat
urday for New York, to attend the
Boat and Auto 8hcw. While ln that
city he will be guest of Dr. and Mrs.
J. Avrack. summer residents of this
town.

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
-b) "Movie Spotlight"

IAn arrow-net typ'd'*
, jW at a caret <x -

I

I

copied
Fltrtoce.
Rice add Pvbtet
AUcn 'ea a seuie.
front Qucud that

ner-T oncy
Pierced a (dank cf
I wood but extended
tuso inches beyond 'it.

CUSHING
Farmers are filling their xe houses
with f*ne ice free from snow cr
slush.

Mrs. Charles Lundthal has had the
telephone installed. 188-2.
Mrs. Mary Hanley of Thomaston is
at the home of Mr and Mrs. W. F
Flint assisting in the car-* of Mrs.
Nancy Bushnell who remains ill.
h
.-iT- —
Mrs Bushnell's daughter. Miss Addie
Bushnell, has also been with her for
Eicidmuifat CuLcmbia
a short time recently.
•
Studios! The pzz/zet
aclur had bun found!
S H Olson shipped a carload of
Lobo, the peiice. dot/,
pu^)w:od recently to Pejepscot mills.
stands riyid uditn
Oecrge Stewart has completed the
poslruj fvr pictures
delivery of pulpwood from the Creigh
until he is totd toton and Johnsen lots to the station.
relax.
The Helpful Club was pka'antly
entertained Friday night by Mrs Lora
Olson, some of the members attend
ing in ccsiume. two of whom repre
sented a farmer and collegiate son
Another, with long skirt, glasses and
carpet bag also caused much merri
ment.
Mrs. Eben Davis is in ill health.
Mr and Mrs Louville Pottle and
Ward bend-to drive a fell- •
family have been at Friendship the
. rnur train over ttu Rodu/Mts.
DEER ISLE
past week, during the illness of Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Eaton re- 1
Pottle's father.
ceived many congratulations last •_____________ ______ ____________
------------------------------------------------Mrs L B Ulmer was at the home of
Thursday the 50th anniversary of man;
treasurer, Mrs. Oertrude knitting, Mrs. Blanche Brcwr.: rugs i Mrs. Fannie Morse a few days reeenttheir marriage Mr. and Mrs. Eaton Moody; work committee, patchwork Mrs. Ethel Mccdy; pillow slips and iy while Mrs. W;ncapaw. the nurse
are enjoying good health and the for- and aprons, Mrs. Gertruda Moody; toys. Mrs. Newbert.
, was on a brief vacation.
mer is busily engaged In cutting his
year's supply of wood.
1 ””~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Leslie Eaton of Blue Hill was weekend guest of Capt. and Mrs Alfred
Dunham.
The Sunset Church Aid met with
its president. Mrs Ethel S. Eaton.
Wednesday evening to hold its annual
business meeting. After the reports
were read and accepted, and officers
chosen, refreshments were served by '
the hostess. Miss Ruby A. Sylvester
was admitted to membership.
Rosamond Scott entertained sev-1
eral friends Saturday afternoon to
celebrate her 11th birthday. Games'
were played and refreshments served ;
Leslie Ott of Stonington is cutting j

>3

. Dodge Has 7-Passenger Model Under $10uO

wood with Manuel Perez.
Russell Brown, who is employed a!,
Bpruce Head Island spent the week- j

end at home
Mrs. Isabel Barbour of West Ston-;
ington and daughter Mrs Virginia
McDonald and daughter of Isle au,
Haut were guests last Thursday of
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Dodge
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pagan and
daughter Miss Ruth Pagan of Clare
mont. N. H. visited the weekend with,
Mrs. Lucy Northrup Mr. and Mrs I
Pagan returned home Monday while
Miss Pagan went to Orono to resume
her studies at U. of M.

GAINS IN HIGHWAY
SAFETY ARE NOTED
Many States Have Adopt
ed Constructive Measures.
Washington. — Sweeping efforts
by the state legislatures to curb
motor fatalities through enactment
of approved legislation was report
ed In a survey made public by the
American Automobile association.
"Scores of constructive safety
measures enacted should prove of
material help in what must be a
continuing drive to Improve the
safety record of the country as a
whole,” Thomas P. Henry, of De
troit Mich., president of the nation
al motoring body, declared.
Among the safety gains, Mr. Hen
ry cited the rapid progress of the
AAA safety responsibility law; ex
tension and strengthening of high
way patrols; safety glass require
ments; compulsory inspection of
motor vehicle equipment, and driv
ers' license laws.
Amendmsnts and Law.
“There Is reason for particular
gratification over the forward march
of the safety responsibility bill
sponsored by thia association," he
said. "Five new states enacted the
Model bill In 193.", namely, Arizona,
Colorado. Ohio, Oregon and West
Virginia. It was enacted by congress
for the District of Columbia.
Strengthening amendments were
adopted In several states. The law
la now In effect In 2d states and
the District of Columbia, which
means that around GO per cent of
all the motor vehicles ln the coun- 1
try are operating under Its pro
visions.
"State highway patrols received
much attention at the hands of the |
legislatures. Four atfftea. namely |
Colorado, Montana, North Dakota
and Oklahoma, established patrols
for the first time. Seven states In
creased the strength of the patrol
force, namely, Connecticut, Mis
souri, New Mexico, North Carolina,
Ohio, Washington and West Vir
ginia. The patrol system Is now In
operation throughout tbe Union, ex
cept ln Georgia. There Is no doubt,
however, that the strength of the
patrol force In most instances Is
below requirements, more particu
larly ao in view of the rising ratio
of motor fatalities on rural high
ways.
States Added to Safety Parade.
"Fifteen states enacted legisla
tion providing that motor vehicles
be equipped with safety glass. This
brings the total of 'surety glass’
states up to 23.
“Five states passed laws provid
ing for compulsory Inspection of
motor vehicle equipment.
These
are: Connecticut, Colorado, Oregon,
Utah, and Vermont This brings the
total of compulsory Inspection states
up to 14. This movement had its In
ception along the Atlantic seaboard,
but It Is now apparently spreading
to mountain and Pacific coast states,
Indicating a more general trend to
ward national acceptance.
"A
drivers' license law was
adopted this year by Idaho, Mon
tana. North Carolina, North Da
kota, and Utah, bringing the list up
to 34. There Is little doubt that
drivers’ license law, coupled with
a safety-responsibility law, are
proving the most effective measure
from the standpoint of control of
the reckless and Irresponsible driv
er, and states which lack this leg
islation are at a decided disadvan
tage.”

21-Month-Old Linguist
Able to Use 400 Words
Monessen, Pa.—A chubby little
brown-haired Monessen girl, not yet
turned two, can use correctly 400
words, her mother disclosed.
What la more, twenty-one monthold Ellse Capuano knows the Ital
ian equivalent of most of the 400
words her mother secretly listed as
EUse chatted at play during the
past seven days.
Mrs. John Capuano, whose hus
band Is widely known ln Pennsyl
vanian ItallansAmerican quarters,
began the list of words when she
noticed ln a newspaper the picture
of a twenty-three-month-old girl
who amazed Stanford university
psychologists with her 500-word vo
cabulary.
Elsie was timid about displaying
her vocabulary for reporters, how
ever. She hung her head and grinned
sheepishly, but willingly showed
them her Shirley Temple book and
explained what the child movie star
wax doing In each of the pictures.
When she went ln an adjoining
room with only her parents pres
ent, however, she chatted gaily In
well-formed sentences, with only
alight traces of “baby talk.”
Mrs. Capuano explained that
Ellse uses English ln speaking to
her parents. When addressing her.
grandparents, however, she uses her
more limited Italian vocabulary.
Both Capuano and his wife are na
tive Americans.
Despite Ellse's large vocabulary,
her parents said they did not con
sider her a “prodigy” because she
showed little Interest in other fields
in which prodigies usually are bril

Every-Oth'er-DaJ
Tonsorial Brotherhood
la One of the Oldest
Barber!ng Is one of the oldest of
what are sometimes denominated
personal occupations. Shaving the
head, or some part of it, hns been
practiced from the earliest limes,
even Rniong nations which discour
aged the shaving of the beard.
Etymologically, the term barber,
from the Lutln word barha (beard),
denotes a shaver of the beard; but
It seems that hulr-cuttlng and shav
ing have usually been accounted one
occupation. Shaving is spoken of In
Job 1:20; Genesis 51:14; Leviticus
13:33; and Leviticus 14:8, 9, nnd in
several other Old Testament hooks;
but the first place where the bar
ber Is directly mentioned is tn
Ezekiel 6:1; “And thou, son of
man, take thee a barber's razor,”
etc.
Figures on Egyptian and As
syrian monuments, and on some of
the oldest of Chinese porcelains
show that shaving ot the beard and
head ns a sign of mourning, or sub
jection, or religious devotion, was
practiced among all these ancient
peoples.
It Is plainly Impossible to dis
cover the origin of barberlng. It
Is interesting to know that In for
mer times this calling was re
garded a a profession, dentistry (at
least the lancing of gums and draw
ing of teeth) and bloodletting and
leeching being a part of every firstclass barber's business.—Cleveland
Plain-Dealer.

Nothing for the Ostrich
But to Become Zoo Freak
The ostrich Is difficult to raise.
To begin with, It is not a prolific
bird. Under satisfactory climatic
conditions It lays at but one season
of the year, the eggs numbering
about a dozen. Tbe period of Incu
bation for hatching covers 42 days.
The male takes turns at setting,
going on duty, religiously every
evening, to be relieved by hls mate
at daybreak.
The young chirks are extremely
delicate. The parents must be Im
mediately removed, lest they step
on their offspring or rob them of
their food. Eggs and lettuce con
stitute the young birds' diet, to
which eventually may be added al
falfa, cut Into minute pieces. Even
with the best of care and atten
tion 75 per cent of the young ones
die.
Once grown, however, the ostrich
formerly became a perennial source
ot wealth. Each year as the male
developed hls gorgeous plumage for
the mating season—thus winning
the favor of the Impressionable fe
male—he was stripped of tail and
wing feathers, which were curled,
dyed and then shipped to all parts
of the world. Now there Is noth
ing left for the ostrich but to join
a zoo or a beach resort tide show.
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The 1936 Dodge line has been augmented
by a roomy 7-passenger sedan of 128-inch
wheelbase, which lists at $975 at the factory,
Detroit. The all-steel safety body is equipped
with a spacious built-in trunk, the lower sec
tion of which holds the spare tire while the
upper section accomodates the travelers’ lugg-

age. This arrangement leaves the sedan inter
ior unencumbered and assures the greatest
measure of comfort to the passengers. The
length of the body has enabled the designers
to provide unusually large windows giving un
obstructed vision in all directions. The engine,
in floating power mountings, furnishes 87 h.p.

Why suffer tortures from Rheumatlsm. Sciatica, Neuritis, Musculat
Lameneu, Sprain* and Bruises when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost Instant relief?
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
371 Main St., opposite Knox County
Trust Co., Rockland
Sent Poat Paid on receipt of price
M cents
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HORIZONTAL
1-Elevates
6-Rods for beating
time
11- Worm-eating
mammal
12- Hebrew month
14- Above
15- lnflamed places on
the skin
17-Girl'a name
19-Roll of tobacco
leaves
21-ln behalf of
23- Middle
24- Fortified
26- Consume
27- Member of lowest
class at West Point
29- Perched
30- lncome (Fr.)
32-Of the nature of a
aeries
34- Favorable
35- Sullen
36- A cleanser
37-To absolve
41-Alters the form of a
document
45- A game
46- Fish eggs

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
48- Pen-name of Mary
Evans Cross
49- American novelist
50- A German historian
53- A diminutive suffix
54- Girl's name
55- Town in Belgium
56- Pronoun
57-To work bread
60-Moved to anger
63- Stake in cards
64- Egyptian river
65- Repaired
66- Worked by cog
wheels

VERTICAL
2- Mlschievous child
3- Mop
4- Choose
5- Connected
succession
6- An igneous rock
7- Worship
8- Sailor
9- Crude metal
10-Walks heavily
13-A pig

(Solution to previous puzzle)

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14-Beneath
16-Was ted
18-Egyptian river
20-Cog-wheel
22-Grade
24- A large seal
25- A visionary
28-An illiberal
adherent
31-Banith
33—Lull (Simp, spell.)
34- Female deer
37- Pertaining to the
Alps
38- Shortly
39- Cut of beef
40- Solitary
42- A recessed space
43- Deal out
44- Combining form.
Hard
46- lnvaded suddenly
47- Sidling
51- Exeite
52- Weird
58- Girl’a name
59- Terminate
C1-Southern State of
United States (abbr.)
62-Territory (abbr.)

la-

BUDCET FOODSl

Famous
Cooking Authority
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Resinol

44 T ET'S make aome candy," la tht
Lf children's cry these wintei
evenings when the family circle It
more complete than at any othei
time of year. Nothing turna a dull
evening into a festive occasion sc
quickly and so Inexpensively as a
dish of sweets made up on the sput
of the moment It's easy, too, with
recipes like this one:
Chocolate Marshmallow Fudge
3 cups granulated

3* z squares or
ounces cooking
chocolate

sugar
4 cup white com
•yrup
l4 teaspoon salt
•a cup top cream oi
undiluted evapo
rated milk
2'i tablespoons all
purpose margarlni
1 teaspoon
vanilla
lb quartered
marshmallows

Cut the chocolate ln bits, add to
the sugar, corn syrup, salt, top
cream or evaporated milk, and the
all purpose margarine Cook and
stir over a moderate heat until
boiling point Is reached and the
sugar is dissolved. Then con
tinue to cook and stir until a little
when tried in very cold water
forms a soft ball Remove front the
heat, cool until the hand can be
placed on the bottom of the pan
without being burned, add the va
nilla and beat until thick and
creamy, ln the meantime, spread
the marshmallows on a good-sited
ntargarlned pan. Pour the fudge
mixture in When almost cold mark
into squares.

FLORIDA
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MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of Intereat—Modern In every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

June tn

Application

GRALYNN

H. H. Maae

Comer Second Street

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
Del. Co.

Manager

and First Avenwe

Booklet '
on

October

N. T.

Moderate Ratea
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

Duck Boat Designers

RATES
Smqie ’ja-jwyw
0ejbl«

,3»-»-4U

Aik ROOMS WITH |ATl

Spdt-Bl weekly '«t«|

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
to Your hotel in BOSTON

500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB’-.SHOWER

SOMERVILLE
F. A. Turner and Oeorge Fuller
were business visitors Saturday at the
home of E. M. Turner in Palermo.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey S. Emery are
receiving congratulations on the

9

10

19

Whenever a big Japanese fish
ing boat Is launched ln the Ameri
can territory of Hawaii, the build
ers not only throw rice cakes and
oranges to the crowd from the
vessel's deck, but also toss the
Japanese designer Into the wake of
the ship after the launching. This,
they say, Invariably brings good
luck and lODg life to tbe fishing
craft.

, Glacier Cooled Wine
The century-old wines In the cel
lars of tbe Jungfrau Joch hotel on
the summit of the Jungfrau In
Switzerland are guaranteed to he
ice cold. They are stored In cellars
excavated from the eternal glacier
on which the hotel Is built.

8

15

IF

17

7

11

Sample Free. Write Resinol,
Dept. 66, Baltimore, Md.

Hiking Fish
Fish that climb trees are not
so rare as fish that go on hiking
expeditions, to tbe latter class. An I
abas Testudlneus, a 4-Inch member
of the perch genus, stands, or
rather walks, supreme. Equipped
by-nautre with a pair of stllt-llke pectorlal fins, he Is able to propel him
self over the ground at a fair speed.
But for some curious reason be
only "bikes" when the earth Is soft
and moist. In India, the country of
hls origin, bis expeditions from
pond to pond take place either
after a rain or at dawn while the
dew remains. Though far from n
beauty prize winner, the anabas,
handicapped by a blunt nose and
brassy body. Is eagerly sought by
pet dealers and collectors through
out the couDtxy.—Tlt-Blts Mag
azine.
___________

b
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APPLETON RIDGE
Lawrence Moody has employment
With Charles Burgess in Union
The Willing Workers elected these
Officers and committees last Tuesday
afternoon; President, Mrs. Elizabeth
Newbert; vice president, Mrs. Blanche
grown; secret^, Mrs Evelyn Pit-

2

Correct “Noon Marks”
j birth. Jail. 8. of a son. Leon Orville.
Four correct “noon marks” are
E. Ashley Walter. Jr. of Waldo
made ln a year, on the following
days: December 24, April 15, June boro was a recent caller in town.
14 and September 1. Owing to the
inclination of the earth's axis and
Its unequal movement In Its orbit,
solar days very In their length. The
average solar day corresponds to
the 24 hours of our clocks, which
keeps what Is called mean time.
If a clock were so constructed as
to give the real solar time for all
periods of the year, It would be
observed that sometimes when the
The soothing medication
solar clock pointed at noon, tbe or
in Resinol Ointment and Soap
dinary clock keeping mean time,
quickly relieves these and other
would be pointing at figures be
skin irritation! or outbreaks due
tween 11:45 and 12, or at other
to external conditions. Don't con
tinue to suffer—try Resinol today,
times between 12 and 12:15. Four
and see how gentle it is—how
times each year, however, upon the
comforting, and how it quickens
days mentioned, the shadow of a
the healing of your tick skin.
dial, or noon-mark, would point due
For careful skin cleansing use
sonth at noon by the clock.
Resinol Soap.

liant

Odd Rata Appear
Ritzville, Wash.—A new species
of rat, or a kind never before seen
here, has appeared ln Adams coun
ty. The animals are small, with
beaver brown coats and white un
derneath. One farmer killed 125.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLe]
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Every-Other-Day
WEST’ WALDOBORO

WHY SHOULDN'T I TAKE IT EASY ON
WASHDAY WHEN THERE'S A MODERN

SOAP THAT

SOAKS

CLOTHES

WHITER AND BRIGHTER WITHOUT
SCRUBBING OR BOILING?

NOT ONLY THAT, BUT —
Rinso actually makes my clothes last 2 or 3 times longer.
That’s because Rinso’s active suds safely lure out dirt and get ‘
clothes whiter and brighter without harsh washboard rubbing.
Even stubborn din on cuffs and edges yields to a little gentle
rubbing between the fingers.
Rinso gives thick, sturdy, lasting suds—eten in hardest water.
No chips, bar soaps or powders ever needed. Wonderful suds
for dishwashing and all cleaning. They get rid of grease like
magic. And they’re re kind to your hands. Rinso doesn’t make
hands red and rough looking. Try it—and see!

Grand for washers, too
Rinso is recommended by the makers of 33 famous washers
for safety and for snowy
washes. Tested and approved
by Good Housekeeping
Institute. Most women buy
the BIG economical house
hold package.

Rinso

THE

BIGGEST-SELLING PACKAGE SOAP IN AMERICA

9W

THE
GRANULATED 1
THE GRANULATED
SOAP

MEDOMAK

With Extension

Mrs. Emily Etheridge and daugh
ter Shirley of Round Pond were re
cent visitors at the home of Arnold
Standish.
Mrs. Oousens of Winslows Mills is
caring for Angelica Creamer who is
111.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Trask of Ten- |
ant s Harbor were callers Saturday at
Clifford Winchenbach’s.
Mrs. Eldora Gross of Gross Neck
recently visited Annie Nash and
Emily Winchenbach.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hliton are in |
Springfield, Mass., to spend the re- !
mainder of the winter with their '
son Henry Ililton.
Eugene Winchenbach has resumed j
his studies at the Maine School of '
Commerce in Bangor.
Mrs. Emily Keene of Keene Neck
has been spending a few days with !
her sister Lilia Standish.
Mrs. Melvin Genthner of Gross
Neck called Saturday on Mrs. Leoniard Creamer.
Mrs. Charles Kaler passed Sunday
at the Aaron Nash heme.
Herbert Herrick of Warren was a
recent visitor at Leroy Creamer's.
Mrs. Preelon Vannah of South
Waldoboro spent Wednesday with
her parents Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Win
chenbach.

(MOTHER DEMANDS A SAFE CAR FOR SHIRLEY TEMPLE)

ORFF S CORNER
C. J. Achom has returned from a
visit of several weeks In Massachu
setts.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creamer.
Leonard Meyer and Roy (Ralph
' were recent visitors at thc home cf
I Mr and Mrs. Guy Bessey In Friend
ship.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Elwell of Unity
a.ere cauing on relatives here Satur-1

So Shirley has a big, new, Money-Saving Dodge Beauty-Winner
“TN SELECTING a car to take Shirley to and from the
1 studio we were primarily interested in salety,”
says Mrs. George Temple, mother of the famous
child cinema star. "The new 1936 Dodge with its
rugged steel body and amazing brake action proved
a happy solution to this problem.”
The big. new 1936 Dodge gives you an amazing com
bination of safety features... the safety-steel body ...
genuine hydraulic brakes . . . finger-tip steering and
shifting—immediately responsive in heavy traffic.

Dodge, however, gives you more than safety. Room
ier, more luxuriously appointed than ever, the big,
new, Money-Saving Dodge is smashing til economy
records—owners report 18 to 24 miles to the gallon of
gas and saving up to 20% on oil.
See this big, new Dodge today. Drive it! Enjoy
the amazing comfort of its Airglide-Ride. And remem
ber, Dodge is now offered at new low prices—only
$640 and up, list prices at factory, Detroit—only a
few dollars more than the lowest-priced cars!

Mrs. Myrtie Collamore of Waldo
boro spent a few days recently with
Mrs. Regina Carter.
AND THE
Mrs. Verdie Kimball and son Lloyd
of Saco were cullers last Thursday
evening on Mrs. Kimball's mother,
Mrs. Martha Prior.
, Mr and
A|bert Elwell, Calvin
Shirley Temple, starring in "Captain January"—Darryl F. Zanuck in charge of production,
Twentieth Century-Fo* Film Corporation —soon to be thown at your favorite theatre.
Ira Simmons and son Lester of Elwell Elixabeth Elwell and Mn
Friendship visited friends in town ^ber Childs spent Sunday in ElSunday.
I more with Mr. and Mrs. James Hall.,
Oliver, was presented with a gift in
A visit was made Friday evening
With The Homes
t club leader, to start their new sewWASHINGTON
Agriculture
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cross and
FRIENDSHIP
behalf of Friendship Temple by Past
by
Mrs.
Martha
Prior
and
son.
nephew
of
Roxbury,
ilass
.
who
ac

The officers and project leaders ing project jjiv making sewing kits,
Due to the recent ruling of the
Tlie Methodist Ladies Aid held its Chief Oretha Mitchell. Gifts to each
The installation of the officers of
Supreme Court on the A A.A.. potato elected at the planning meetings held Miss Clark, club agent, will be pres- Horace, with Mrs. Prior’s daughter, companied the remains of Mrs.
Mrs. Astor
Miller, at Dutch Neck,
‘
Cross' sister. Mrs. Mamie iHoaki annual meeting Jan. 8 at the home of her assistants were made by Mrs Evening Star Orange was conducted
meetings which were scheduled for last week are:
J ent at this meeting to help the 13
Mrs
Wotton for an all- OliVW’ a P0™
by Oretha Saturday eVenin< by Lyd“ M°rS* “*
Mrs. Frank Studley and son Oram, were guests while here at the
Knox and Lincoln counties have been
Hope—Chairman. Mrs. E N. Hobbs: junior sewing girls with these useful
of Mrs. Dalton wotton lor an an
accompanying the presenU- sisted by aids of Maple Orange.
kits
made
from
cigar
boxes
After
Francis
were
Damariscotta
visitors
home
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Millie
Hoak.
cancelled by County Agent Went- secretary. Mrs. Mabel
Wright;
day session. Dinner was served by Bon The children were also remem- North Waldoboro. A supper lolworth.
' clothing. Mrs. Alice True; foods. Mrs the kits are finished, the year's pro- Saturday.
The annual planning meeting of the hostess, assisted by Mamie Wot- be red Wjth presents The retiring lowed the ceremonies,
• • • •
Georgia Brownell; home manage- gram will be explained, including.
An enviable record is that of W. C. the Farm Bureau will be held Friday
Friends here of Alice Thurston of
For the month of December. Foster ment Mrs. Bessie Hardy; librarian, making a sewing notebook; complete Kimball who has collected every poll at ; o'clock, at the Community ton and Carrie MacFarland. and a most excellent chief received a past
Hniue
it
is
imnnrtant
that
all
congenial
atmosphere
prevailed
chief
s
pin
and
attachment
bestowed
Appleton
are grieved to learnof her
Jameson's pen of Barred Rocks from jjjss Estelle Bartlett; annual meet- 8 Care and Grooming program (this tax ln town
meX. *
throughout the day. The business by Adell. Jameson In behalf of the death occurred Friday.
Waldoboro won first honors with 251 ing Mrs Helen Wentworth.
*111 Include making shoe polish,
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Willey passed ___ ______ _ ______
At the recent community night so- meeting called to order by the presl- order
eggs and 247 points. E. B. Jarmen- Bristol—Chairman.
Mrs Florence keeping a weekly chart for care of Sunday In Friendship.
Mrs. Harold Kaler remains very ill.
Deputy Grand Chancellor Oeorge
M-, H B Cunningham and Mrs
ter's pen of R I. Reds from Franklin Prentice; secretary. Mrs Mary T shoes and clothes); use and care of
Thomas Carter Is having a boat c j which was largely attended, dent. Mrs. Hattie Wotton, resulted in
Gray
of
Oeorges
River
Lodge
of
WarEar
> goynton were visitors Saturday
Mass., was high pen for the month crooker;
clothings.Mrs. Roxie ( sewing machine; making a towel,
built by Theodore McLain.
the pastor, Rev. A G Davis, gave an election of these officers: President
with 286 eggs and 285 points. In; Weeks; foods. Mrs. Alice Oliver; holder and bureau scarf; and cornMr and Mrs. Fred Killeran of ' interesting talk on his experience as Gertrude Oliver; vice presidents, ren installed the Knights' officers, jn Hockland.
R H Lincoln
somewhat lm.
figuring points in this contest a 24 home management. Mrs. Mary Weeks P'ete 8 selection program, in which Cushing were recent guests of Mrs a missionary in the North. Lunch Helen Simmons. Carrie MacFarland; and in this formality was assisted by
Orand Vice Chancellor Hollis GilhfaRh
the girls will make a color chart and C. H. Shuman.
ounce egg scores one point.
librarian. Miss Emma Weeks.
was served. These community get- secretary, Ella D Cook; treasurer^
• • • •
christ of Arcana Lodge. Thomaston,
South Bristol—Chairman. Mrs learn more about color selection.
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Miller and togethers under the ausDices of the Adelia Jameson; flower committee,
The Ladies’ Guild will meet Tues• • • •
as grand prelate; Curtis Starrett of
Charles Grinnell of Liberty, who 1 Mona Farrin; secretary. Mrs. Maude
daughter Phyllis of Dutch Neck church are held once a month and Hattie Wotton; kitchen equipment,
1 day ln the vestry, and everyone who
Mrs. Arlene Cummings Arrey,
Oeorge
River
Lodge,
master
of
work;
had an acre of certified Katahdin Rioe. cIothing Mrs Helen Jordan;
Adelia Jameson. The retiring presispent Sunday with Mrs. Martha jye proving successful.
is interested in the church and Sunpotatoes last year reports that every- foods ,Mrs Wintle Russcn. home former 4-H Club member of the Prior.
, .
tn in i.poitb Richard Dunn of Arcana Lodge, grand
_________
v.v^n a
?o7Xiks‘ for he*
at 8rm<< Prank
°f d“y 801,001 * ‘nV*ted t0
’
Union
Wide
Awake
4-lf
Club,
will
be
one who has tried this new potato, managetnent.
oertrude MeFarMr. and Mrs. Theodore McLain
the new local leader of this club for
GROSS NECK
untiring efforts and loyal service to Arcana, grand keeper of R. & S.; 1 Mr and Mrs. John Cunningham of
finds it exceptionally nice eating He jgnd
..
...
visited Saturday in Damariscotta and
1936 Reorganization meeting will be ...
.
Mayi^ird Wentworth of Arcana, mas- Union were callers In town Sunday.
expects to plant more next year.
. . . .•
.......
.•
.
Waldoboro.
• • • •
held at the home of Mrs Arrey, i
Clayton Littlehale and family
....
j ter of finance; Levi Copeland ot
Mrs. George Peaslee if Jefferson
County Agent Wentworth Is now
Leone Dakin. Food Specialist. Friday
_ at 3: At this
__ _________
___
time the ~girls
have moved here from Bremen and
Arcana Maurice Chadwick Ls the new- has been guest of her brother
Publir Installation of Pythian
making up the poultry situation news
*1U ** ln tbe county next Wednes- wiH make up a complet^ years pro.
SUNSET
are occupying a part of the Willis
ly-elected chancellor commander; Charles 8ukeforth.
Officers
letter mailing list in preparation for
t0 conduct a training class on gram of work gnd elect
officers
Genthner house.
Llewellyn Oliver, vice chancellor
Tj,e Sunday School is being conthe January issue. Anyone desiring B**sing and Preserving Food at Arlene
expect<,d to be a good 4-H
Golden Wedding Anniversary
The Pythian Sisters and Knights j Bernard Brow, prelate; Guy Bessey, I ducted successfully under the leadHarry W. Creamer was a visitor
this circular should write him at the
Home, at Camden Grange hall. The icader
£hc belonged to the 4-H
Miss Abbie Ada Dunham urd Sunday at the home of William K of Pythias starred the new year with master of work; Granville Brow.ership of Mahlon Turner. ThirtyExtension office. Rockland in order to
food Pr°ject leaders to attend this Qiub fcur years and attended State
George Courtney Eaton were mar- Winchenbach. Dutch Neck.
a jomt public Installation Jan. 10. at- master of finance; John Mitchell. ,wo were present last Sunday.
training
class
are:
Mrs.
Carolyn
have his name on the list.
Camp at Lewiston as one of the
Mrs
Eldora
Gro-s
was
recent
tended by many members and severe: m,5ler 01 exchequer; Cro.sbj Prior,
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Christianried at South Deer Isle. Jan. 7, 1883
• • • •
Davis. South Thomaston; Mrs Knox-Lincoln delegates in 1931.
guest
cf
Mrs.
Dewey
Winchenbach
of
lnvlted
guegt5
totalling
officer
lnn
"
e
“
ard:
Clarcnce
Morton,
outtQn
and Mr gnd Mrg Ci„rence wa.
A series of poultrj- meetings will be Georgia Brownell, Hope; Mrs. Eunice
by Rev. M. G Prescott. The first
West Waldoboro.
, A
er guard'
’ lard of Massachusetts were in town
Rockland;
Mrs.
Phyllis
held during February throughout the Morse.
year of their married life was
for the Sisters was Oertrude Oliver
Followlng thf ceremonies, special (<j at(end (he funeral Qf Mfs chrts.
MATINICUS
county by the Extension Service. Southerland. Tenants Harbor; and
Mr a-jl Mrs. Irvine Condon of
spent in Portland, since which time
with assistants, Edna Packard, grand . musical selections were played by 1 tiaaM>ns 8ister Mrs Charles SukeThese meetings will deal with the the food leaders elected this week at ‘
Mi s Bernice Heath has returned their home hafi been in .his com. Thomaston visited Sunday with Mrs. senior; Daisy Simmons, grand mana- j Charles Grant. Clarence Morton and forth
Condon's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Mel
• | from two weeks' vacaticn passed at'
,
ger; Oretha Mitchell, address of wel-1 Paul Simmons. Tlie Knights were
____________
barrack house test results, and other Simonton. Rockport, and Friendship ber home in Winterport
j munity' To this union were born vin Genthner.
come; Eda Lawry. flag bearer. Jose- heartily applauded for a stately floor
|JTV
subjects related to poultry. A com- Each of these leaders will take a
Mtss Wilber R N of Bath a'rived flVe children- M,e Dunham of 6unMiss Arlene Eugley spent a few phlne LawTy had charge of the 1 dr^ll. after which the chancellor com-!
LIBLK I I
plete schedule of meetings will ap helper so that they may assist in Dfc 3, for duty here M nurse em_ set: Mrs. Susie Hardy, New Bedford; days recently with her ccusin. M:zs
children, a portion of the ceremony i mander called for remarks, Grand j Dr Leyonborg was recent guest of
pear in a future issue.
conducting a similar meeting in their plcyed for the wlnU>r by ,h<1 Matlnicus Elmer Eaton. Sunset; Alvin Eaten. Madeline Genthner of Bread Cove.
I
which was particularly effective.
' Vice Chancellor HollLs Gilchrist. thc Rockland Lions Club, Mrs. Ley
• • • •
Scituate. Mass.; and Jasper Eaton, a
respective communities.
Nursing
Music for marching was played by 1 Grand Prelate Curtis Starrett makMrs Charles L. Eugley and Ernest
Norris Waltz of Damariscotta has
onborg being presented with a beau
sailor whose last port of call was
’
I Orren Ames is in Albion where he
Eugley have been recentFriendship Llewellyn Oliver and Arthur Mac- I lng the response
Past Chancellor tiful bouquet.
installed a mammoth incubator on
Portland,
Ore.
The following training classes are
^pend the remainder of the winvisitors.
Farland the latter a violinist. Chil- ] Eugene Brown.
Past Chancellor
his poultry farm this year and ex to be held on Raising and Preserving 1 ter.
Mr. Eaton is a successful stone
Walter Flint ot Shawmut was
Miss
Barbara
Genthner
has
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bearing
flowers
filed
in
for
the
i
Oranville
Brow
and
Past Deputy
pects to do some commercial hatch
weekend visitor here.
Food at Home by Jessie M. Lawrence.
Mr. and iMrs. Ivan Philbrook are mason and many homes and summer
ing.
places here show evidence of his S,urned home after vl‘i,lng her sister' Pressntatlon of a red carnation to Grand John Mitchell of this lodge
home demonstration hgent: Union at i receiving congratulations cn the birth
Mrs. Irvine Condon in Thomaston [ each officer. Thelma Prior and ! were also among those submitting | Mr. and Mrs. A J. Skidmore dined
• • • •
the Rebekah rooms. Jan 23. The jan. n of a son
handiwork. The enormous fireplace
Albion Genthner of South Waldo- Leonard Stetson acted as bride and , comments.
supper recently with Mr. and Mrs.
During the week of January 20.
Mrs gherman Benner of Port Clyde and chimnej- at the 'FeLsted'' is J boro is guest of his daughter, Mrs groom, and Joan Winchenpaw and
Refreshments were served at the Chester Banton.
County Agent Wentworth will hold a following food leaders and their asvisiting at the home of her daugh- product of his skill.
Ava Winchenpaw
and banquet .....
hall at the close of what was.
The primary and high school re
series of woodlot improvement meet sistants are planning to attend. Mrs
Melvin Genthner.
nnK.nvupan were
wv»v best man wa>w*
This ntcouple
Thomas
Williams.
Appleton;
Mrs.
ter
Mrs Norman Thompson.
Ktcm
th • has
i hhnthe love
■
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley has been j bridesmaid, each costumed for the generaUy regarded as one of the opened Monday at Community hall
ings in the woodlots of the following
Roland Hurtfbese is having an
eir n-ig
rs. eing o a visiting
------atk the -heme
--------of, her daughter roje enact£d.
finest Installations of this organiza- and the grammar school at Sanford
men: Tuesday, Percy Hodgdon. Wis Florence Calderwood and Mrs. Mattie
Light. Burkettvilie; Mrs. Belle Ken- engine installed in his beat at Vinal- kindI>- natura a«d ever ready with a ;
Genthner of Bread Cove
hall.
The installing officer. Gertrude tion.
casset; Wednesday. Herbert Larra
helping hand. Though white-haired '
_______
bee. Boothbay; Thursday, Tom nlston. Union; and Mrs. Amelia Dor- haven.
E P Cooper of Wollaston. Mass., a tUne has lald 8 ll8ht hand uP°n
Leighton, Sheepscot. All of these nan. East Union.
SOUTH HOPE
January
24.
Damariscotta
at
the
former
resident of this place, is seri- them . With faces practically unmeetings are scheduled for 9 a. m.
MV CAR’S 401
Biscay
Community
House.
Delegates
O
usly
ill
in
the
hospital,
as
result
of
lined
shoulders
still
straight
and
cn------The proper thinning and pruning of to be present with their assistants ; a fan which fractured his skull.
CO 10 SHIVtAS...!
i J°yin8 good health, they made an in-, Mr. and Mrs Maxfield and E E.
the woodlot will be explained and
WONT stant
Mrs. Wintle RusseU. South; Mrs. Norman Thompson is in teresting picture recently as they sat ;Mills of Rockland were guests
method of estimating standing tim are:
by a cozy fire in their comfortable Sunday of the latter's parents Mr.
Bristol; Mrs. Alice Oliver, Bristol; Vinalhaven for a visit.
ber demonstrated.
home, Mr. Eaton with his pipe and and Mrs. L. L. Mills.
Mrs. Dorothy Weeks, Damariscotta; (
Mrs. Eaton braiding a rug.
Miss ylrginia 0,,^, was a weekMrs. Mildred Ricker, Nobleboro; and
the foods leader elected at Orff's
Thej passed their golden wedding pnd visitor at the Clarence Taylor
Corner this week.
day quietly as their children were home
Camden.
January 25. Wiscasset at the Con- i Thousand, of Children Suffer from not at home to join in the observ-1
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Robbins were
Congratulations and best
gregational vestry with the following 1 Round Worm., and Their Mother, do ance.
in Burkettvilie Sunday to attend the
not always know what the trouble is.
wishes are extended for good health
food leaders and assistants: Montfuneral of Miss Alice G. Thurston.
sweag. Mrs Sadie Nelder; Edgecomb Signs of Round Worms are: — and happiness
Mr. and Mrs. Fied- R. Rice of CamMrs
Joseph
Coffin;
North
EdgeConstipation,
deranged
stomach,
Thia Old Treatment Often
•
swollen upper lip,
offensive
j den were dinner guests Sunday at A.
!iP»
Bringa Happy Relief Of Pain
comb. Mrs Evelyn Gray; Whitefield.
breath, hard and full stomach
Many sufferers relieve nagging
, L. Esancy's.
ROUND POND
backache quickly, once they discover Mrs. Hattie Hausen; Sheepscot, Mrs. with pains, pale face, eyes heavy,
-------Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wellman of
that the real cause of their trouble Ruth Lelghtan; and Boothbay. Mrs.
short dry cough, grinding of the
may be tired kidneys.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Leeman and Lincolnville visited at W. C. WellGrace
Reed
and
Mrs.
Rosie
Davis.
The kidneys are one of Nature's
teeth, etc.
• • • •
Miss Augusta M. Ross motored *.0 man’s Sunday.
chief ways of taking the acids and
Mrs. E.W.Stephan, 3lKenberma Rockland recently.
waste out of the blood. If they don't
j Mrs. Evelyn Vining who has been
4-H Club Notes
pass 3 pints a day and so get rid of
Road, Dorchester, Mass., wrote:
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Svenson are in 1 ill for several weeks, is much immore than 3 pounds of waste matter,
The Quintuplet 4-H Club of War- | “My little girl’s freedom from
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may
proved. Miss Frances Howard reren with Mrs. Bertha Meservey, local children’s diseases, colds, con- New York for a few weeks' stay.
need flushing.
Mrs. Jennie Leland who is ill is mains with her.
If you have trouble with frequent leader. is the second club in Knox- stipatipn, etc., I attribute in a
bladder passages with scanty amount
being attended by Dr. Goudy.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Taylor dined
which often smart and burn, the 15 Lincoln to hold its 1936 Judging con- large measure to the use of Dr.
FILL UP WITH
Miss Augusta Ross who has been Sunday with Miss Hattie Boggs, who
miles of kidney tubes may need Hush test. Patches were recently Judged True’s Elixir.”
ing out This danger signal may be by the five junior girls, four of whom
in town for several weeks, has re-1 accompanied them to Warren in the
♦be beginning of nagging backache,
turned to Union.
afternoon for a call on relatives.
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get had correct placings. A 1936 judg
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness un ing champion ribbon will be awarded
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hoering are at
The
True
Family
Laxative
der the eyes and dizziness.
,
home
after
visiting
in
Massachusetts
and
Mrs. A. L. Esancy attended
and
Round
Worm
Expeller
to
the
winner.
Don't watt for serious trouble. Ask
your druggist for DOAN'S PILLS—
*
, Limerock Valley Pomona last SaturMade from imported herba, aids nature during the holidays.
• • • •
which have been used successfully
in cleansing the inteatinal tract. For
Boothbay Harbor Jolly Juniors 4-H Children and Adulta.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Titjbetts of day at Camden.
for over 40 years by millions of
Park and Union Sts. Rockland Tel. 700
people. They give harpy relief and Club will meet Saturday at 10:30 a. m.
William Carver is at home from a
New Harbor were callers Saturday on
Successfully Used for 84 Years
win help flush out the IB miles of
Portland CCC Camp.
Mrs. Martha Prentice.
kidney tubes. Oet DOAN’S PILLS. at the home of Mrs. Cora Nelson,
I

agents

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

If Mothers Only Knew

FOR

COLD START

Dr.Trues Elixir

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

Every-Other-Day
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Legal Notice

PARTY WILL STUDY
Men’s Women’s and Children’s

SLIPPERS

29c pair
MEN'S

All Rubber Pacs .. $1.66
Men’s Handkerchiefs . 3c
Boys’ Mittens.. .. .. .. .

8c

Boys’ Toques ... .39c
Ear Muffs.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

23c

Blankets.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

59c

Men’s Hose.. .. .. .. .. .. .

11c

Men’s Shirts.. .. .. .. .. .

49c

Men’s Ties.. .. .. .. .. .. .

19c

Women’s Overshoes .. 88c

LAST 4 DAYS
HASKELL & CORTHELL’S ANNUAL JANUARY SALE
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY, JANUARY 16TH TO 20TH
PRICES OF ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED IN EVERY DE
PARTMENT. ITEMS LISTED HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF
OUR MANY SPECIALS.

Men’s Overcoats .. $8.88

Men’s Suits........... $13.88

Women’s Hats.. .. .. .. .. . 47c

Boys’ Suits............ $3.88

Women’s Wool Skirts 87c

Two Pairs Pants
WOMENS
MEN'S

Heavy Wool Hose ... 39c
BOYS'.

Heavy Wool Hose ... 21c

Men’s Union Suits ... 79c

Wool Sweaters.. .. .. .. . 97c
WOMEN'S

Wash Dresses .... $1.19
Women’s Panties ... 19c

Boys’ Jackets .... $1.18

Sport Coats.. .. .. .. .. .. .. $7.67

BOY’S' OR GIRLS'

WOMEN'S WINTER

Women’s Shoes ... $1.23

Dress Coats.. .. .. .. . $12.88
Men’s Shoes.. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.93
MEN'S

Heavy Overshoes .. $1.97

WOMENS

Sheepskin Coats... $2.84

Children’s Coats... $5.49
WITH IIATS TO.MATCH

CHILDREN'S

Queen Quality Shoes $2.88

CHILDREN'S

Wool Gioves.. .. .. .. .. .. . 29c
CIIILDRI \ S

Woo! Hose.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 13c
Children’s Ski Pants .. 99c

Women’s Rubbers ... 11c

HASKELL & CORTHELL

*

Wool Ski Socks.. .. .. .. . 37c

Men’s Work Shoes $1.49

MEN'S

Men’s Flannel Shirts $1.33

BOYS'

Explorers Face Unknown
Perils in South America.

1 Cent

CHILDREN'S
WOMEN'S

Zipper Jackets ... $2.99

Flannel Pajamas.. .. 88c

HANDKERCHIEFS

Women’s Ski Suits . $7.95

Men’s Pants.. .. .. .. .. . $1.99

MEN’S

PHANTOMS OF ANDES

Wool Ski Suits .... $5.49

Wool Mackinaws .. $2.37

Children’s Overshoes 86c

Women’s Dresses .. $2.83

WOMEN’S

CAMDEN

MEN'S AND WOMEN S
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS
OPEN EVENINGS

_________ »

__

Women’s Shoes .... 66c
WOMEN’S

Enna Jettick Shoes
$1.96 and $2.88

Boys’ Blue Knickers.. 68c
MEN'S

Overalls, Dungarees 77c

Rockport Church was chosen secre- rectors: Levi Seavey. Frank D. Elliot
LONG COVE
------rpeakers on the Townsend plan, are tary-treasurer.
R. E Dunn. R W Waish. W R. Vinal
Miss Dorothy Maguire has returned being broadcast every Saturday at 7 30
Mrs Ray Easton was hostess to the R O. Elliot, who in turn elected these
The Right Rev Benjamin Brewster.
from a visit with relatives and friends p m cver stations WCSH WTIC and Trytohelp Club Monday night at her officers: Richard O Elliot, president; D D Bishop of Maine, will administer
in Worcester and Boston.
WTAG
home on Amesbury street. Due to the R E Dunn tgee president; Frank D the Sacrament of C onfirmation at
A surprise partv was tendered Mrs.
The program at the Friday meet storm the attendance was smaller Elliot, executive vice president; H F St. George's Church Sunday at 4 p. m
Charles F Ingaham Saturday eve ing cf the Twentieth Century Club to than usual but the evening was Dana, cashier: Charles M. Starrett
ning in honor cl her birthday anni be held at the home of Mrs. Rena profitably and enjovablv spent. Next assistant cashier.
Here's a National Event which you
versary. Those present were Mr and Carroll, will consist of these papers: week the Club will have a covered dish
Mrs. Bernard Steele drew the $5 cannot afford to overlook! The mak
Mrs. Chailcs Carver. Mr and Mrs "Fernt" Mrs Nellie Morten and supper at the heme of Mrs Hazel bank award at the moving picture
ers of RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VEL
Edgar Bchndell. Mrs. Myra Giles. "Book Chat on New Books.' Mrs. Amy Cain.
show in Watts hall Tuesday night.
LUM stationery are offering during
Mrs. Mildred Holmes. Mrs. Nancy Miller.
Mr and Mrs. Percy E. Demmciv the month cf January only. 100 sheets
Trlbou. Mrs Annie I Deane. Fred Wal
THOMASTON
and daughter Mildred leave Satur and 100 envelopes of this fine writing
lace and Mr. and Mrs. Ingraham 1 The Nitsumscsum Club and hus
paper with your Name and Address
day for a visit in Florida.
bands
assembled
Monday
evening
at
Refreshments featured
attractive
The Ladies' Mission Circle met
on
both sheets and* envelopes—or.
Rodney
Feyler.
commissioner
of
Se
a
birthday cakes The evening was the home of Mr. and Mrs A V Mc Tuesday afterncon with Mrs. Cora
& Shore Fisheries and Dr A. W your Monogram in raised letters on
Intyre
at
Warren.
Bridge
was
played
spent in playing beano.
with high scores gc ing to Mr and Mrs Currier members present being Mrs Pobody motored to Augusta Wednes the sheets, for only $1.00 a box. We
Miss Harriett Cavanaugh has re
suggest that ycu see samples at once
Frederick Richards and low to Mrs. Abbie F. Shaw. Mrs. Cora Currier. day on business.
turned Ircm a visit with friends in
at this office.
Clarence Munsev and Clyde Spear Mrs Grace Andrews Mrs Enoch
Rev. Mr. Brown of the Pentecostal
Augusta.
Mrs Prank Salisbury who under* dark. Mrs Edna Smith. Mrs Louise Church has returned frem seme
Mrs. Alma Rcche nas returned to
went an apoendtx operation Monday Brown Minnle Wll:on Uona 8tar. weeks' stay in New York
MY URL VMS
her home in Melrose. Mass , after a
at Community Hospital is reported as
T c.„. I Mr. ar.d Mrs. Willis Kinney of
I For The Courler-Oaartte |
re Mrs Whitney and Clara T. Saw
visit with Mrs. Emma L. Torrey.
resting comfortably.
Rockland were guests Sunday cf Mrs. 1 Sometimes, when all alone I dream.
Mr and Mrs J. Carlton Davis re
yer. The time was devoted to white
things I wish I had.
I Kinney3 parents. Mr and Mrs Her , A Of
Basketball fans are looking for
lovely home. with rugs and things—
turned Tuesday from a trip tc Bos
cross
work.
.
A
car
would not be bad!
bert H. Ncwbert.
ward to Saturday night when the girls
ton. They were accompanied by their
| 1 d like to have nice polished floors
and beys' teams of Rockport High will
Thomaston High School's first: Mrs. Inez Ames entertained at I Instead of all those tracks,
grandson Ashley Nutt, who will visit
rhlna set of dishes
play Rockland High at Rockldhd
league game will be played Friday in brld?e Monday evening her guest be ji A Instead
of cups with cracks.
them for a short time.
ing
Mrs.
Douglas
Vinal.
Mrs.
William
Mr and Mrs. Charles I. Rhodes Damariscotta ^gainst Lincoln AcadAt the annual business meeting of
With hangings rich of silk and lace,
Vinal, Mrs. Herbert Wheeler. Mrs. j How nice they all would be—
the Rcckpcrt Townsend Club held Jr. were dinner guests Wednesday- i emy's boys and girls' teams. A Maine
everything so snug and still
Howard Beattie, Mrs. Karl Stetson. And
night
of
Mr
ar.d
Mrs
Oliver
Ingra

When friends drop In for tea
Monday evening in Town Hall, thes?
Central bus ha; been chartered for Mrs Dana Stone. Mrs. Ellis Yeung. It w .uld be nice If I could have
officers were elected: President, ham in Rockland.
Rich cloths of silk and pile.
Mrs. Howard Beattie winning high And
throw away such dowdy ones
Tht Knox County Ministerial As o- transportation.
James Malloy: vice president, Mrs
I
I wear so out of style.
score and Mrs. Ellis Young conoiaMr.
and
Mrs
Walter
K.
Butler
were
ciation
met
Monday
at
the
parish
Teresa Whitmore; secretary. Alvin
ticn.
I think I'd like to hare a maid
Bowden: treasurer. Mr-. Grace Co:p- house of the Camden Congregational called Saturday to Bath by the serious
To do my work, and so
Vernon
Packard
was
recent
guest
I
would not have to plan and think
cr. Much progress has been made bv Church. The J?ext meeting will be accident resultin’ in the death of Mr.
But Just to come and go
of
John
Singer.
Feb.
10
at
the
Rockport
Baptist
And then I hear a lusty shout.
this c'.ub since its organization onlv
Butler's eldest daughter, Kathleen,
Services
at
the
Baptist
Church
Sun

And arms about me cling.
a few months ago with new members Church At the recent election of
With kisses warm, and then I know
day
will
be:
9
45
a.
m..
the
B:ble
aged
11.
Funeral
services
were
con

I'm richer than a King!
being added at practically every officers Rtv O F Currier cf the
ducted in that city and interment was school; at 11 morning worship, the Some of my boys are grown to men:
My girls are women quite;
in the Bath Oak Grove cemetery. pastor's topic. “8iren Voices;' at the Yet
some are left, me, so that I
May tuck them In at night.
She is survived by her mother. Olive evening services a mu-ical program ol
I And when they clasp me In their arms
solos,
duetts,
and
choruses.
iWcttoAi Yattaw cf Bath, father,
And whisper In my ear.
The entertainment “Major Bowes i ' You are the best one In the world.
grandfather. Icur half-sisters. AudreyI love you. Mother dear "
Amateur Night" for the benefit of the
Margaret and Kay Butler of Thomas
My
dreams of riches fade away.
Baptist Ladies Circle drew a large
ton and Alice Maker; and two halfI'm richer then by far
company and was well received The Than tho e who have their silk and furs,
brothers. George and Frank Maker
lonely home and car
actors were Alfred K. Patch, Hilda I Their
have naught but pity then for those
The child was beloved by all and her
Who
never
knew the bliss
Keyes, R. J Davis. Leila W. Smalley.
death is deeply mourned. Those at
Of children with their clinging arms.
Olive Rowell. Eleanor Harper Ray
Their laughter and their kiss.
tending the funeral besides Mr and
mond K Greene. Leon R White. | I envy not their lonely homes.
Mrs Butler were Orrin Benner. Os
Their cnlna and their rugs;
Alton C. Fester. Alfred M. Strout. Al
wald Stetson. Mrs. J. N Butler and
I have mv children with their noise—
fred
Chapman
Mrs.
Amy
Tripp
was
Their kisses and their hugs.
SMALL LEAN
Rollo Butler.
Margaret Elwell
accompanist and Mrs Grace Strout. < Spruce Head
The Pythian Sisters will omit sup- dir£ctcr valuable ald
given by |
per frem their regular meeting Fri Rockland artists.
day night.
HOME MADE
Officers of Orient Lodge of Masons
to be installed Jan 29 are: Master
Ellis Yeung: senior warden. William
lover arm tores
Gilchrest: junior warden. Edgar
SWIFT—ALL SWEET
NATIVE SLICED
Clover Form goes to the best growing
Libby; secretary. Arthur Elliot; treas
area* and take* "The Pick of the
urer, Richard
Elliot;
chaplain.
Crop fcr Cfbver Farm Brand canned
Charles Woodcock: marshal, William
frv>» and vegetable*. Here they are,
BONELESS LEAN
Matthew-; senior deacon. Walter
at fine taring* to you.
Young; junior deacon. Forrest Stone;
senior steward. Edward Hastings:
PEACHES
Junior steward. Bernard Robinscn;
Glendale
2 cans 31c
SWIFT CLOVER
tl'.er. Charles Knights.
No. 2'.. Cans
The osteopathic clinic will be held
CLOVER FARM
every Tuesday morning during the
winter at Dr. Crie's office on Main
PEARS,
2 No. 2 cans 33c
I CENTER CUT
SMOKFI)
, street.
SUN DROP
Miss Cora Fogerty, visiting in town
GREEN BEANS........................2 cans 19c
for a short time, was welcomed at the
Friendly Club knotting Wednesday
Clover Farm
YOUR CHOICE
Sterling, 2 No. 2 tir.s 27c
evening.
Coffee
.....................
lb
30c
Three
8 oz cans 25c
On Bunday next. Rt. Rev. Benjamin
Vacuum Glass Jar
CLOVER FARM
Your choice of tiny size to Pod Run 2 No. 2 tins 35c
Brewster. Bishoo of Maine will make
PINEAPPLE
PEACHES
medium large. Packed by—
Kellogg’s
his annual visitation to St. John's
PCAKI
FRUIT
AU
Bran
...........
pkg
19c
APRICOTS
COCKTAIL
Telephone 2 No. 2 tin 31c
BAXTER
Church and at 9 30 a m. will adminis
ter the Sacrament of Confirmation.
FANCY PRODUCE
CHOICE MEATS
MrINTOSH
This will be followed by the Holy
Navel
Oranges
dez
35c
Veal
Roll ............. lb 25c
Eucharist. Church School at 10.45
Sunkist Large Size
a. m. The Wcman's Auxiliary meets
Baccn, sliced........ lb 36c
Spinach, Texas .... pk.23c
this evening at the home cr Mrs.
Platter Style
Franklin at 6 d. m.. where they will
have a picnic supper followed by the
business session.
The annual meeting of the ThontPINE TREE DIVISION
1 aaton National Ban!: was held Tues' day The stockholders elected as dl-

ROCKPORT

MEATS!

MEATS!!

MEATS!!!

ROASTING PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .............. lb 21c
SAUSAGE, made daily.. .. ............. lb 25c

my&a/Lpcrd/iy.ai C

F

Oleo.. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 39c Beef Liver ... lb 19c

POT ROAST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............... lb 19c

BACON.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .............. lb 39c

Bloaters... 3 for 21c I Pork Chops... Ib 24c
PEAS

S

New York.—Members of a Brit
ish American expedition who will
seek to explore territory In the Up
per Andes and along the Amazon,
from which no white man lias ever
returned alive, sailed from here re
cently.
Capt. Erie Erskine I.och, D. S. 0.,
retired British officer, heads the
expedition, which is sponsored by
the Museum of the American Indian
(Heye foundation). Four others
make up the party. Their first des
tination is Gnayaquil, Ecuador,
where they will he Joined by two
Ecuadorian scientists. The group
then will proceed by mountnin rail
way to Rlobamba, whence they
will travel by motor truck to Haci
enda Leita, Tatate, In the Upper
Andes.
This Is the last point of civiliza
tion the party will eontnet before
trekking through Isolated regions.
The trip through hftherto unex
plored, unmapped territory will he
made by mule, on foot, by canoe
and raft.
Indian _______
Friendship
Sought.
_____
.____
_
I och said
said before
sailinc mat
that me
the
Locn
oeiore suuiug
main purpose of the expediti* Is
to establish friend); relations with
the Ssabela Indians, an almost "un
known tribe, and to bring back ethnologlcal specimens for the Mu
seum of the American Indian. Geo
graphical data and maps obtained
by the party, be said, will be added
to the common International fund
of such knowledge.
“No museum In the world," he deelared, "has any ethnological speci
mens of the Ssabelas. They are a
fierce and shy tribe, known as the
‘phantom people’ by a few whites
who have been near their territory
and called the "auka' or ‘wild men'
by neighboring tribes.
“No white man has ever pene
trated the Ssabela country and
come out alive. Ours Is the first
exploration party on record to set
out for this area. In 1927 a small
group of Peruvian laborers. In
search of supplies, stumbled upon
a number of the Indians. All the
Peruvians were murdered."
Loch added, however, that be Is
confident he and the other mem
ber* of the expedition will he nble
to win the confidence and friend
ship of the Ssabelas.
"It will be a long Job.” he said.
“We may remain In the Interior for
ten months or a year. After we
have convinced the Indians that
our mission is peaceful we will be
gin our studies. For an Interpreter
we will use one of the members of
a near-by tribe."
Takes Gift Machetes.
The explorer showed visitors the
•— which
' ' • -he- Intends
■
“calling cards"
to use as a means of Introduction
to the Ssabelas. These were hun
dreds of machetes, made In Connec
ticut
"I hope the Indians will accept
them as tokens of friendship," he
said. “It would be pretty bad if
they turned out to he boomerangs."
This will be Ixich’s second trip
to Ecuador and the valley of the
upper Amazon. In 1932 he accom
panied Commander George Dyott
on his Ecuadorian expedition.
A romantic note was injected hy
Loch when lie pointed out that the
expedition will go to the shore of
the lake near the perpetunl snow
line of the Llanganates mountains
where tradition says the "lost treas
ure" of the Incas was hidden 400
years ago, at the time of the con
quest by Spain.
"Our expedition is purely of sci
entific purpose," he said, "but of
course we will not pass by the lake
which tradition has made one of
the treasure storehouses of the
world without attempting to prove
or disprove this legend."

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
WHEREAS John W Sears of Friend
ship in the County of Knox and State
of Malue by his mortgage deed dated
May 21 A D HW4 and recorded In the
Registry of Deeds for said County of
Knox and 8tate of Maine In Book 234 at
Page 552 conveyed to John T. Oay and |
John H. Miller, both of Waldoboro in
the County of Lincoln and State of'
.Maine, copartner,, doing business under
the firm name and style of Waldoboro,
Garage Company, three certain lots or
parcels of land situated In said Friend
ship In said County of Knox and State
of Maine and described as follows, to
wit:
PARCEL ONE Beginning at a stake
and stone In the south line of land
formerly of Edwin Gay and at the north
erly corner of land formerly of Abram I
Conant, thence northwest by land
lormerly of said Edwin Gay and land
formerly of James Creighton about one
hundred 1IOO1 rods to land formerly
owned by James Jameson: thence south
westerly by land formerly of said James
Jameson. E J Cook and others abou'
thirty five <351 rods to land formerly of
William H Palmer, deceased: thence
southeast by said laud formerly of Wil
liam H Palmer about one hundred <100)
rods to land .formerly of Anderson B
Lermond. thence northeast by said land
formerly of Anderson B Lermond and
land formerly of said Abram -onant
about thirty five <35i rods to the point
of beginning: containing twenty <20i
acres, more or less; and being the
premises conveyed to him. said John W
Sears, by Everett J. Cook by his deed of
warranty dated February 15 A D 1898
and recorded In said Knox County
Registry of Deeds. In Book 186 at Page
38'
PARCEL TWO: Beginning at a stake
and atone at land formerly of William A.
Orne. thence northwest by said land for
merly of William A Orne and land
formerly of David Hoffses end other* to
stake and stones at land formerly of
Solomon Simmons; thence southwest by
said land formerly of Solomon Simmons
to i take and stones at land formerly of
Simon
Vanner:of thence
by land
said
Iand
formerly
81mon southeast
vanner and

Wear Tag of Shame to
Designate Bad Drivers
Huntington, Ind.—Violators! of
minor traffic rnles of the city here
after must wear the “scarlet letter"
of their shame for 30 days or pay
$1 fine, according to a new plan
worked out by IL C. Forst, chief
of police.
The violators may he tagged
without their knowledge for turn
ing In the middle of a block, pass
ing stop signals, leaving engines
running with no driver, parking
more than 12 inches from the curb,
parking where prohibited, defective
muffler or cutout, no lights, bright
lights, one headlight nnd entting
corners or other violations that
may be “written In."
A second violation h,v a motorist
“wearing" one of the warnings,
printed in red ink, will result In
a trip to the police station. Re
moval of the sticker within 30 days
without paying $1 also will result
In prosecution, it was said.

Canada Stages Gold Hunt
in Gases at Royal Mint
Ottawa, Ont.—Tl • Cnnadlan gov
ernment Is staging a "gold hunt"
in Ils own “back yard" and expects
to find 1.000 ounces every year.
Recently the royal mint discovered
that gases were carrying away ap
proximately $35,000 wortli nf gold
dust yearly, nnd a nincblt^ was In
stalled to wasli the gases.

APPLES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ......... 5 lbs 25c

GIENDENNING'S MARKET

Telephone

993

We Deliver

^ Clover Farm Stores

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisement* In thia column not to
exceed three line* Inserted ones for 23
cent*, three times for SO cent*. Addi
tional line* five cent* each fur one time.
10 cent* for three time*. Six word*
make a line

formerly of Thomas O Palmer. J A
Creighton and E K O'Brien to stake
and atones at land formerly of S. D
Hunt; thence northeast by said land <ormerly of S D Hunt sixty <60> rods to
the point of beginning: containing
eighty < 80» acres, more or 1cm. and be
ing the premises conveyed to him. said
John W Sears, by Harvey C Heyer by
his deed of warranty dated May 7 A D
1892 and recorded In Knox County
Registry of Deeds lu Book 100 at Page
8:
PARCEL THREE Beginning at the
corner of land formerly of McKendree
Davis and land formerly of Enoch Brad
ford. thence northwesterly by said land
lormerly ol McKendree Davis to stake
and stone near the brook by the field
about slxty-two <62< rods; thence
southwesterly bv land of John W Sears
sixty 1601 rods to land formerly of E K
OBrlen: thence southeasterly by said
land formerly of E K O'Brien about
eixty-two 162) rods to land formerly of
aaid McKendree Davis; thence north
easterly by said land formerly of Mc
Kendree Davla sixty 16O1 rods to the
point of beginning, containing twentythree <231 acres, more or leaa; and be
ing the premises conveyed to him. said
John W Sears, by Seldom D Hunt by
his deed of warranty dated May 24 A D I
1892 and recorded In said Knox County 1
Registry of Deeds. In Book 100 at Page
7: and
'
WHEREAS the condition of said I
mortgage has been broken:
1
NOW THEREFORE by reason of the
eald breach of the condition thereof the
said John T. Oay and John H Miller,
copartner* as afore*ald. claim a fore
closure of said mortgage
Dated this thirty first day of Decem
ber A D 1935
JOHN T GAY
JOHN H MILI.ER
c-ooartners doing business under the
firm name and style of Waldoboro
Garage Company, mortgagees
l-Th-7
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WANTED

MAN WANTED for Rawletgh Route of
800 families Write today RAWl.EIGH.
DEFT MEA-73-SA Albany. N. Y
6-8
MAN WANTED for Rawlelgh Route
Real opportunity for right man
We
help you get started Write RAWI.E3GH
CO . Dept MEA-74-O. Albany. N Y
7*lt
POSITION wanted by middle aged
woman to care for Invalid or doing
housework. Apply R s WHITE. Owl's
Head.______________
7»9
DOUBLE-HORSE sled wanted
G
MERLIN, Emery Star Route. Rock
land_______________
7‘9
IF YOU Like To Draw. Sketch or Paint
—Write "F S I " care Courier-Gazette,
lor Free Talent Test and Art Book. Give
age and occupation.
!'il
HOW WOULD YOU like to make $7 50
a day? Own a brand new Ford Sedan
be. Ides? Be your own boss’ I «er.d < verythin* you need Positively no money
risk Details free ALBERT MILLS. 45
Monmouth. Cincinnati. O
8’lt
WASHINGS and Ironings done at
reasonable prices MRS ALICE aAMMON SOULE. Tel 1-24 Warren
6-8
POSITION wanted to do house work
or care for Children ANN PETTEE 19
Bay View Square
7’lt
POULTRY wanted I. POU8T. 13$
Llmerock street. Rocklano. Tel. 377-W
1-tf

:

FOR SALE

4

PARLOR stove for sale. In good condi
tion. Tel 1067-W
5*7
JER" JY cow for sale, also hay. 97 ton.
In bam, brooder stove. Incubalers, MAE
LITTLE. Warren. Maine
7’9
TWO Drag Net* for sale. 50 ft and 80
ft. also boards, like new CARLOS DAVIS
Port Clyde
7’12
THE STOVER CO. Ls now making free
deliveries on all orders anywhere with
in City limits Wholesale or retail 925
orders for grain—flour—feeds—sugars.—
cement, etc . etc., to out of town cus
tomer* delivered free by truck anywhere
within 25 miles of Rockland
Just
phone Rockland 1200 and we give you
cash and carry prices COD.
^‘’th^erTn^STOVra S
M^rk St Rockland
stovers
”
8t
______________ 7-$
BUtLDINO 25x80 In Camden for sale or
rent on Washington St. was used by
Ford Agency: also wood
working
machines
TIBBETTS
HARDWARE.
Camden
7-12
TWO »« Iron beds, mahogany stained.
2 mattresses and springs. Cheap for
cash C. A EMERY. Tel 436-M
6-tf
KINDLING. 15 bunches stave edgings
for 91; we also have at the store a stock
nf new boards dimension stock and
finish lumber V L PACKARD. Rock
land Highlands Tel 446
6-4
WE CARRY A FULL LINE of Poultry
Waterers. Poultry Fountains both with
and without Heater attachments, all
sizes, latest patents Coal Saving Brood
er*. Incubators. Dairy Equipment. In fact
i everything for Poultry and Dairy EqulpR
| ment that you might be In the market
♦
I for at greatly reduced prices Write or
*
phone for Prices, delivered, freight prei paid anywhere In Maine. STOVER
^S «.«e^s^s***a»*a»*aaa«,g| FEED MFC. 86 Park St . Rockland,
7-8
ladies—Reliable nair goods at Rock- I Maine Phone 1200
par
lane Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall order!
sale 86 to 935 C E OROTTON, 138
solicited H. L. RHODES Tel S19-J
6-8
1-tf Camden street. Tel I214-M
DAY' old Hall Croa* pullet* and R I.
YARNS lor ruga and hand knitting. Reds Tested stock, order now CARL O
Sample’ and knitting directions tree. NELSON 310 Llmerock St Tel. 714-W
H A BARTLETT Harmonv, Maine
6-tf
156-10
TWO good etoves lor sale cheap Fine
SKATE sharpening, prompt service. 1 shape Suitable lor garage CROCKti i 8
CRIE HARDWARE CO . 408 Main street i OARAOE. Rockport Tel 2380
6-1-U
FOR SALE AND WANTED We buy
used Feed bags, free from holes 3c each.
DRIVER wood working tools, all style* Beans, potatoes, etc Highest prices paid
and types, lathes, drills, saws etc oee for fresh eggs all grades STOVERS.
them at our store CRIE HARDWARE CO • Rockland. Maine ________________ Vi
' 408 Main St.. Rockland •
I-tf
TWO beautiful coal black Cocker
WATCHMAKER -All kinds; watches, i Spaniel pups for sale, six months old.
Clocks repaired Call and deliver. 8 A I w,th docked tails. The kind and size
Macomber. 23 Amesbury St. Tel 958-J everybody likes STOVERS. 86 Park
4-6
147*159-tl street Tel 1200
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE House
hold Furniture Including 3 bedroom sets,
dining room net. two parlor stoves, chairs
94
and numerous other articles of furni
ture etc . etc STOVER FEED MFO CO..
Rockland. Maine Tel 1200 tome and
■ Make offers. Buy at your own price
_________ 7J
HARD coal. 915; coke. 811: Pochontaa
lumpy. 89 25: Pochontas nut (special
for stoves) 99 75: Dry fitted hard wood.
810 J B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston
1 84-2______________________________ 1-tf
AT STOVERS- FREE FREE Beauti
ful large Boudoir Doll with Electric
lighted bed also handsome "Detecto"
bathroom scales given away free each
week You get a free ticket with each
50c sale
These valuable prizes and
other* given away weekly at closing time
each Saturday night Warehouse open
dally from 7 30 a m to 5:30 p m.
Saturday until 7.00 p m STIVER'S
85 Park St. Rockland. Maine.
7-8
DAY OLD CHICKS for eale. also one
DRY and green hard wood for sale,
' week old and two weeks old chick* all all kinds, under rover 96 to 99. Call
: from Pure Bred Blood Tested. Heavy evenings. 257-3 LOFMAN BROTHERS
, Laying Breeding 8tock.
Our Rhode ___________________________________ 3*8
j Island Red Chick* are the best money
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
can buy and come from the largest
99; Junks. 99. soft wood and
1 Red Farm In the East, containing 10.000 fitted.
Breeders We sell all breeds and colors slabs. 87; kindlings. T J CARROLL.
Thomaston.
Tel 263-21 Rockland
1-tf
at greatly reduced prices Day olds 10c
each, week old 13c each, two week* old
• 16c each Parcel Post Prepaid to anv
address 111 Maine Alto Hall-Cross Pul
lets Guaranteed 95', Pullets at reduced
prices See our Chicks lu our Electrl' Battery Brooders 3 000 to select from
Improve your flocks and save money
besides Full line of Poultry Equlpmen*
MODERN tenement of 5 rooms to let.
J at 15', discount during Jan. and Feb
Call, ■.vrlte or phone for Catalogue at 44 Middle Street L F CHASE. Tel.
STOVER'S. Rockland 86 Park 8t Phone 1185-W___________________________ 7-tf
I 1200
7-8
SIX room house with bath, all few
Improvements, to let also garage In
quire 15 Rockland street. Tel 8C8 7-tf
MICKIE SAYS
FOUR room furnished apartment with
bath to let V F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154339._______________________________ 7-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 or 4
THE BOSS SEZ “MAT AUrooms, all modern and Telephone. En
CUUIWMES, 6«MOOLS, LISRAftiC?,
quire at 57 Crescent St
________ 6-tf
LODGES AUO ORGAUrZATVOMS
DESIRABLE five-room modern house
WHICH ASK 1546 HOME PAPER.
and garage to let. 182 Broadway. Tel.
949 _______________________________ P9
TO PUBLISH LOTS OF FREE
3 room furnished apartment to let. at
STUFF SHOUtD MOT FORGET
47 Pleasant St . Inquire LILLIAN BICK
TO BRlMG IU THEIR PR1WTIMG
NELL 82 Llmerock St
P'E
ORDERS "TO -M' SAME
ATTRACTIVE furnkhed apartment to
Place•
let Adults preferred. Call 757-R for
particulars._________________________4-8
DESIRABLE apartment'. 7 room*, bath,
garage, aunporch to let. 80 Pleasant St.
Very reasonable rent. Tel 958-J. Vacant
Jan i____________________________ 7*9
FURNISHED.
second-floor
heated
apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
___________________________________P8

MISCELLANEOUS

• EGGS AND CHICKS;

;
TO LET
’
it**************ii

UNFURNISHED apartment to let,
corner Warren and Main street*, bath,
hot wnter heat, garage C. A HAMIL
TON, 29 Chestnut street. Tel. 986-J
2-tf
TWO apartments ol 4 and 5 rooms
with bath, heater, garage and garder
Inquire 12 Knox St. Tel 156-W
1-tf
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, recently
renovated, furnished or unfurnished, at
Spruce Head. Plenty of firewood far the
cutting Rent r-asonabic TEL ROCK
LAND 793-W alter 4 p m.
123*tf
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HAVE A SNAPSHOT PARTY

pel
Mrs. Harmon Davis of Portland
Ing departure!, and arrivals, this depart
ment espeelallv desires Information of visiting in the city.
social happenings parties,' musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
Mrs . E. M. Davis ole Stonington
gladly received.
TELEPHONE.... —..................... I7« or 7M visited her sister, Mrs. Lew. Newbert,

■ -------------11 j Grace street over the weekend. She
Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy is in Boston for J went from there to Boston and rethe week.
, turning will visit other relatives and
friends in Portland and Thomaston.
Mrs. Zebedee Simmons was hostess
Lovejoy is the
to Outing Club yesterday with 1
Mrs. Maurice
Stickney in Belo'clock luncheon at the hqme of Mrs. guest of Mrs. H.
Edith Jones.
mont, Mass.

The Woman’s Educational Club to
Tuesday Night Bridge Club had
supper Wednesday at the Universal- morrow opens what promises to be
ist circle, then adjourned to the home cne of its most successful seasons, and
of Mrs. C. Waldo Lowe for cards.
in the sessions/at Grand Army hall.
beginning in the afternoon, will dis
Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook enter cuss such vitally important questions
tained at bridge, Tuesday after as the Townsend Plan, the New Deal
noon, to meet Mrs. Harry Waugh, and the Hauptmann case. The guest
formerly of Jonesport. Others pres- ' speaker in the evening will be F. A
ent were Mrs. Edward Gonia and | Winslow of The Courier-Oazettc
Mrs. Harry H. Brown. Mr. Waugh is whese talk will be followed by mo
on land service in connection with tion pictures. A large number cf)
the Kickapoo.
women have presented membership
_____
' applications Men are invited to the ]
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tripp of Au- ! evening session at 7.15.
gusta were in the city Tuesday. They !
-------are returning later in the week to i St. Bernard's Parish is sponsoring .
spend a few days of Mr. Tripp's va- ; a public card party at Hotel Rockland ,
Friday at 8. Mrs. Arthur Doherty
cation here.
and Mrs. Aimc Beaudoin arc in
Mrs. Austin Smith was hostess to charge
the Tuesday Afternoon Sewing Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D Lamb obMrs. Ruth Ellingwood will present, served their 59ih wedding annivera paper on "American Folk Songs, J sary Thursday.

Here ... price tickets

that talk a language

after-Xmas purses
can understand
Everyone feels like taking a rest
after the holidays . . . and that
applies to both persons and purses.
There's only one way to wake up
both into going places and that

is price . . . low prices that are too
ittractive to say "No” to.
Here they are at Gregory's ... so
if you have a need for an article,

there Is no need in waiting or go
ing without it.

Gregory’s O’ccats

Plantation Songs and Spirituals" at I
-------,
the meeting of Rubinstein Club Fri- ; Announcement has been ma e o
$20, $25
day at the Unlversaltst vestry.
!the engagement cf Dorothy Margaret
_____
I Magune to Robert Gilley Dunton. son
Mrs. Flora Fernald was hostess to1 of Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Dunton of
Gregory’s Suits
Chummy Club Tuesday evening.
Rockland. Miss Magune is a gradu- J
_____
i ate of Rockland High School. 1931.
$20, $25
Shakespeare Society met Monday I and the Knox County General Hosevening at the home of Mrs. Eliza- pital School of Nursing. Mr Dunton
beth Otis, with 16 members respond- ;
also a graduate of Rockland High,
New Shirts,
$1.65
ing to roll call. Mrs. Maude Comtns. 1931 and Bowdoin College. '35. being
vice president, presided, and Mrs. a member of Kanoa S.gma fraternity.
Maude Blodgett acted as secretary He ls employed in Boston.
«> ♦ $ ❖
in the absence cf Mrs. Harriet Frost.
Odds and ends sale of books, chil
Miss Alice Erskine as leader con
ducted the reading and discussion in dren's books, stationery, ink and
a most Interesting manner. Mrs. many other small articles at money
Theresa Millett was announced as a saving prices, Come in and look
new member. The meeting of Jan. them over. Huston-Tuttle Book Store.
27 will be the annual guest evening, 404 Main Street.
7-8
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
at the home of Mrs. Edith Bird, each
member privileged to invite one guest.
First showing spring knitwear for
Miss Caroline Jameson will give an Women and Misses. Two piece Model.,
illustrated travel talk.
I —all bright colors. Moderately priced
_____
*( at BurdeH's Dress Shop.—adv. 7-li
WARREN
There will be a dance at tire Elks 1
---------------—
Home next Wednesday, with Mrs. H
CAMDEN
B. Burgess as chairman.
Joel Keyes Grant Circle. Ladies of
Albion Holt resumed his work as
the GAR., meets Friday night. Pic loom fixer in the mill Tuesday night
Mr and Mrs S. F. Copeland. Mr nic supper at 6:30.
after being confined to his home sevand Mrs. John Robinson, and Mr.
Kcith Norton who was injured > craj qayS With a lamed and bruised
and Mrs. J. Lester Sherman were recently in an auto accident, is able left leg. cau*ed last week when a cloth
guests of Miss Caroline Jameson t0 be about.
roll slipped and fell on his left leg Just
Sunday evening, and were delightThe W.C.T.U., meeting postponed below the knee.
fully entertained by an informal il- last week on account of inclement
Rev. H. I. Holt officiated at funeral
lustrated travel talk based on Miss weather, will be held Friday arterservices Monday afternoon at Cam
Jameson's trip to Europe last sum-, noon with Mrs. Lizzie Burgess, Meden for Lyndley Knight, cousin of
merchanic street.
Mrs. Holt.
-------i Misses Frances Porter, Elizabeth
The Kncx County Ministerial Asso
Miss E. Hazel Marshall is in Au Porter and Mrs. Jane Barron motored
gusta where she is employed in the j l0 j^on this week Miss mnces ciation met at the Camden Congre...
...
, j
, gaticnal Church Monday, with Rev
Bureau of Social Welfare. She is _
Porter will spend the remainder of
, ... .
,
... H A Welch cf this town attending
rooming with Miss Dorothy Snow at ..
the winter in Mansfield. Mass., with
the Oirls' Club.
relatives while Miss Porter and Mrs
A “snipping partv” was enjoyed
Barron go to Miami. Fla., for a few Monday evening following the meetMrs. Rudolph Oilley and Infant
I ing of Mvstic Rebekah Lodge, in
daughter return home today from 1 weeks.
Mrs C R Hoffman who was called 1 char«e °f Mrs- shirleY B0*1** Mrs
Knox Hospital.
_____
here by the death of her sister. Mrs. Mildred Gammon, and Mrs. Anna
Mrs. C. E. Rollins who is convalesc- I Bianche B. Coates, returned Tuesday Starrett. Refreshments were served
ing from several weeks'illness is now '
Glens Falls. N. Y . accompanied and a social time enjoyed,
being cared for by Mrs. Walter' by her mother. Mrs. Nellie Shadie. J Douglas Gray underwent an appenMaurer. Mr. Maurer is at Wheelers I Camden-Rockport
meeting
at' dix ooeraticn yesterday at Knox HosBay with John Frost who has work Wadsworth Inn. Tuesday night.: pital
The Circle of Ivy Chapter OES.
foiiowed a banquet with extensive
there.
plans for the mammoth food fair. will meet Tuesday afternoon with
A. H Newbert Association has sup Clement Smith's team remains ahead Mrs. Alzada 81mmons. the members
per Friday at Temple hall, followed in the attendance contest, and mem to remain for supper.
by the usual business session.
bers are on a diet preparing for the
Mrs. Mina Rir.es who has been
turkey supper to be served later at guest of her brother and his family,
Mrs. H. B. Pales was hostess to the Wadsworth Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. George Davis in East
Breakfast Bridge Club Monday.
Mrs. John L. Stahl who has been Union, returned here Sunday and
a surgical patient for several weeks after spending a few days with Mrs
Mrs. Elmer E. Marston and son.
at the Bradbury Memorial Hospital Jesse Molls, left Tuesday for New
Richard, of Portland spent the week
in Belfast, is convalescing.
York to visit her sister Mrs. Vinnie
end with Mrs Marston's father. John |
The next meeting of the Friends- Howard.
Lothrop.
In-Council will be Tuesday at the
Miss Christine Norwood of Auburn home of Mrs. Frederick Jagels. Elm
spent the weekend as guest of Mrs. street.
SAVEFUEL
Seaside Chapter, O.ES, elected
Damie Oardner.
these officers Monday night: Worthy
BAKE QUICKLY
Chapin Class meeting Tuesday eve matron, Elizabeth Calder; worthy
Put in your kitchen one of the new
ning at the home of Mrs. Velma patron. John Mathews; associate
Marsh had 13 members present, the matron. Naomi Felton; associate
time devoted to relief sewing. A patron. John Felton; secretary.
delightful letter from Miss Alice Ful Louise Walker; treasurer. Alice
conductress.
Winnifred
ler. a patient at the Central (Maine Burkett;
Sanitarium at Fairfield, was read. It Burkett; associate conductress. Eve- |
was voted to give flowers to the lyn Wilson; finance committtee for
church service Sunday in memory of three years, Gertrude Morrow. The :
the late Rev. E. H. Chapin from installation will be Feb. 3. with wor-1
whom the class was named. There thy grand matron Eunice Larrabee of j
will be picnic supper next Tuesday at i Belfast installing.
1
the home of Mrs. Etfc Stoddard, with
Heads of over 40 Maine fire departments gathered in Oardner
the husbands as special guests.
Tuesday as the State Association of j
Hardesty's Peerless is true to its Fire Chiefs met to discuss elimina- j
name. The flour without an equal.— tion of fire hazards and emergency 1
work in tlieir quarterly meeting. Fire ]
adv.
6-8
Chief Allen F. Payson of Camden,
who talked on "Emergency And First
Aid Work." provided one of the most
The best range that ran be made.
interesting exhibits of the day by 1
Trade In Your Old Range
bringing to the meeting the newly
Timely use ol this acquired ambulance and emergency 1
Priced from
up
especially designed unit of the Camden department. Tills .
aid for nose and was equipped with complete fire aid
Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish
upper Jhroat, helps
and
medical
equipment,
as
well
as
prevent many colds.
flood lights, an inhalator. jaejes. tools,
___
30c and SOc
ROCKLAND, MF..
drownin'? drags, and other emergency
llltf
gear.

GREGORY’S

GLENWOOD
RANGES

If a Cold
Threatens..

$59

Burpee Furniture Co.

Vicks Vatro nol

The "magic
chair” will
prove to be a
popular at
traction.

OME people Just naturally frown

With the lamps in this position

usual or different, but be that as it
may, here's a suggestion for a new
kind of party. A “Snapshots at Night
Party" and the chances are it will be
voted by those who are fortunate
enough to be invited as an outstand
ing success.
To further add to the merriment
of the party you might have your
guests come in costumo. Tell them
to come dressed as their favorite
movie star, some famous person of
history, a character from one of the
nursery rhymes, or, you might sim
plify the matter of costumes and
make it a regular "Kid Party,” all
guests dressing as children.
Setting the stage for your Snap
shots at Night Party is very simple
and can be done before your guests
arrive. Here is what you do. Place a
chair in an out-of-the-way part of
the room so that it will not be dis
turbed by the guests as they arrive.
Close to the bark and to the right of
the chair place a floor lamp so that
the light bulb is about two feet front
the back of the chair. Now tilt the
shade slightly upward so that it will
throw the light directly over and
down on the shoulders and head of
the person sitting in the chair.
About three feet directly in front of
the chair place another floor lamp
with its shade tilted to throw the
light directly on the front of your
subject and chair. You now have
one floor lamp back of and to the
right of the chair and another one
three feet in front of the chair or
subject.

on a table or some firm support at
a point where you can see alt of your
subject In the Under. If you have a
folding camera with an f.6.3 lens
open it to this aperture and set the
shutter speed at 1/25 of a second.
With supersensitive panchromatic
Aim in your camera and two Photo
flood bulbs in the lamp facing the
subject and one in the lamp back of
the chair you are ready for the ar
rival of your guests and fascinating
indoor snapshots at night.
In placing your camera be sure
that neither of the lights shines di
rectly into the lens of the camera
or shows in your Under.
After your guests have arrived
lead them one hy one to the “magic
chair,” switch on the Photoflood
lamps, and—snap—you have the pic
ture. And you can count on much
merriment as each faces the camera.
Suppose you do not have a camera
with a lens as fast as /.6.3. You ran
have your party and take pictures
with any camera just the same. You
can take a short time exposure with
out any change in your set-up.
In taking either a snapshot at
night at 1/25 of a second or a time
exposure picture, caution your guest
not to move when the picture is
actually being taken.
You and your guests will have fun
at a Snapshots at Night party and
in turn you will have some highly
interesting pictures to enjoy look
ing at for many years to come.
JOHN VAN GUILDER.

will have to take the picture
S on the Idea of doing anything un you
from the side; so place your camera

While we were there a plane bound
for Bvenos Aires passed our plane
It must have been many miles away
for it looked like a toy.
Boston Herald, Jan. 7: "Newell
Ber.t, Jr., of Cambridge, died of a
heart attack while climbing Mt.
Acoucagua. Chile, the highest peak
in the Western Hemisphere.”
Whether we saw that mountain I
do not know, but we did see Mt.
Popocatapetl in Mexico. In real life
I never expect to make that trip, but
I have a far better idea of the coun
tries and their vast extent than I had
oefore. In fact we traveled so fast,
and would dip and glide, that at
times I got dizzy. It surely was
wonderful. Well, we will be seeing
you some day in Rio. Buenos Aires.
Santiago. Arequipa. Panama. Mexico
City of Miami
“Buenos noches, senors, senoras,
senoritas!"
Don Albiono
Somerville, Mass. Jan. 13

1 THE SAUNTERER '
A. B. Crocker

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- - —-- -- -- I had the pleasure recently of at
tending a lecture by a friend of mine,
who. with his wife, recently made
the trip, of which the subject was.
“A 17.000 mile airplane trip from
Boston to South America and re
turn" It was illustrated by the Talky
Travelogue of the Pan-Airways,
"Flying the Lindbergh Trail."
The duration of the trip was 700
hours, of which time 170 hours were
flying and 530 on the earth. Taking
a plane at the Boston airport at 7
a. m.. they reached Miami at 5 p. m
the same day. Then they boarded
the Fan-American Airways amphi
bian plane, which carries passengers
and mail for Havana, thence south
ward. They ran into a hurricane
and landed at Kingston, Jamaica, for
half a day to let it blow over, and
then resumed the journey south.
Stops were made at different
places and seven days were spent a.
Rio de Janeiro. Brazil, and south
again to Buenos Aires. Changing to
a land plane, they climbed 12.000 to
15.000 feet over the Andes to Chile,
then northward, following the Andes
to the west coast over the countries
of South and Central America, Pan
ama Canal. Mexico, to starting point
at Miami and thence back to New
York and Boston.
This vast country was first flown
over by Col. Charles A. Lindbergh
and now represents the regular air
mail route between North, South and
Central Americas. Quite a descrip
tion was given of the countries
visited. 15 in number. For size,
scenery-, cities, buildings, and natural
resources, our neighbors to the south
are far ahead of the U. S. A. Politics
—“rotten.”
After the lecturer's introductory re
marks came the Talky Travelogue,
with moving pictures and a narrator
continuing the story. For one hour
and 20 minutes we flew over sea and
land to Cuba. Porto Rico. Jamaica.
Haiti, and Virgin Islands, with the
narrator describing the scenes as we
flew along over mountains, valleys,
rivers, cities, towns, ranches headed
south to Buenos Aires.
I make no attempt to describe in
detail the wonderful scenes on this
trip. Like (he real estate advertise
ments of houses for sale, "They must
be seen to be appreciated” After
leaving Buenos Aires, the speaker
said. “We are now flying over a ranch
several hundred thousand acres in
extent, upon which are grazing 500,000 head of cattle." They looked like
bugs walking around
Then the
wonderful climb over Ute Andes!

EAGLE

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Goss. Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Danforth and Mrs.
Sadie Cunningham attended Pomona
Grange Saturday in Camden.
Mrs. Stella Perry Is guest at the j
home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bowes. I
Mrs. Lila Burrill is caring for |
Charles Savage who is ill with pneu- j
monia.
Wilbur Thurston Is on a business
trip to Boston.
MLss Jessie Southerland of Belfast
spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Howe.
Mrs. W H. Pevear is visltinj Mrs.
Annie Hart in Camden.
Mrs. William Gleason entertained
at dinner Tuesday Mrs. Edward
Mathew/ Mrs. L. F. Barker, Mrs. Ar
thur Farris and Mrs. Edward Alden.
Miss Harriett Glidden who has been
with her sister Mrs. Lela Haskell is
now visiting her nephew, Harold
Glidden of Rcckland.
The Even Dozen met Friday night
with Mr. and Mts. John Cunningham.
The annual meeting of the M. E.
Church ISchool will be Wedipsday
night with a supper in the vestry at
6 30 for the school. The primary
grades will be cared for in the annex
by the teachers. There will be a brief
program with an outline of the work
by the superintendent of each depart
ment. and financial statement will
be given. In the auditorium at 7.30
will be a 20-minute song service of
old time hymns led by Parker E.
Worrey of Rockland, followed by a
message bv Rev. J. C MacDonald of
the Rockland First Baptist Church
Invitation ls extended to all in the
community to attend this service.
Officers and teachers are asked to be
present at the business session fol
lowing the service for the election cf
officers and appointment of teachers
• • • •

Worthwhile Books listed
Community Club assembled Tues
day afternoon in the club rooms, the
president conducting the meeting.
The roll call was answered by a quo
tation from a favorite author. Mrs.
Ida Bessey was chairman cl the pro
gram. "Books Worth Reading,” and
gave lists cf the best new volumes
under the classifications of fiction,
mystery stories, light romances, bio
graphies. general class, and religious
books. She also listed the best poems
giving special emphasis to the work
of Edna St. Vincent Millay.
Mrs Lela Haskell supplied the list
of best new books for boys and girls
of High School age and Mrs. Edna
McKinley selections for younger
children. Hostesses were Mrs. Alice i
Plumer. Mrs. Lizzie Hawes and Mrs.
Edna McKinley.
The club meets fcr its next session,
Jan. 28. at the Methodist vestry. A
card party for the benefit of music in
I tlie schools will be arranged for Jan.
, 24 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
' George Fossett.

SEA NM

.

C PONIR FEET

Two Tickets to Each Theatre

“NO MAN’S RANGE"
witli BOB STEELE

fMOTOXS

UA/fTED

SSHV

V

• REFRIGERATION - OIL HEATING ENGINFEPS
w DISTRIBUTORS OF FINEST FUEL
OILS

21

LIMEROLM STREET

ROEKIAND. MAINE

"in fatal jlltuntie <s 'lucific fata

tiamtxVy

h!"
-TELLS THE STORY!
Iceberg Lettuce, 2 hds 13c
New Cabbage,
lb 05c
Spinach,
3 lb peck 23c
Texas Grapefruit, med.
size,
each 05c

NEW LOW PRICES
FAMILY FLOUR,
24Mb bag

.81

PASTRY FLOUR, . 24Mb bag .71
Pillsbury’s Best Flour, 24' ! lb bag $1.15

FLOUR, Ceresota, Gold Medal,
24'/r lb bag $1.17
BUTTER,

Print or
Tub

llighrxt Quality
C rramery

Ib 37c

1-4 pound orints; -Ib 39c

Sunnyfield,

NUfLEY MARGARINE, ZT 2 lbs 33c
Sugar Currd Meat and Groe.
SLICED BACON Rinrllev,
^
Storesand (iro< Ib 39c
COMPOUND, bulk or package, 2 lbs 29c

EGGS, Selected, ooz. 27c
CO-OP SYRUPyJX.'

19c

PILLSBURY'S Pancake Flour
M oi. pig. |0c

Buy a dor. of
Assorted Flavors

GABLE

PARK THEATRE

M'lOON
5AUS and
SERMCt
TrirfHn\jci
wo-vae
Itf

Chocolate and Vanilla
Pudding Included

CLARK

CLARK GABLE in
"CALL OF THE WILD"

Second Prize—Arthur Lewis, Friendship, Me.

4 Pk«« 17c

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK pr.l.,’1

STRAND THEATRE

First Prize—Arthur Kalloch, Thomaston, Me.

Except Coffee

...Jack London’s
saga of the lawless
Yukon gives Gable
his most virile role!

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Prizes listed herein will be awarded for
what we JudKe to be the most accurate,
the neatest, and the most original
solutions mailed or brought to us with
in m hours following publication of this
adsrrtlsenient. Duplicate awards will he
paid to tying contestants, anybody, ex
cept our employees, may compete. It Is
not necessary to make any purchases.
Use the form above, or a separate sheet.
Write your name and address plainly.
WINNERS OF OUR LAST PUZZLE
CONTEST

Gelatine Dessert

TENDER Leaf Tea
p‘9- 15c
DROMEDARY Ginger Bread
14-or. pig. 23c
Mix
SPOTLIGhl SPECIALS
Lux

For Atl Fin*
Laundering

12'/,-or. pig. 22c

2 M'/j-o.. pkg». 39c

Rinso

Soaks Clothes Whiter

Lifebuoy Health Soap 4 c*k,‘ 25c
Lux Toilet Soap
4
25c
Use It for

a

Beauty Baih

HASH

PRUDENCE

The only hash accepted by American Medical Association

OH

20-ox. cen
Royal Baking Powder
12-ot. can 35c

Uneeda Bakers'

Cream Vanilla
Sandwich
lb- 17c
Rih c'X lb

roll | Oc

Scot Tissue
Sunsweet Apricots

11-or. paclage 25c

Grapefruit Juice 12-ot.. can 9c
Sun-Dina

AT A. & P. MARKETS
FRESH OYSTERS,
pint 25c
Hamptons
OYSTER CRACKERS Fresh Baked Ib box 10c
A & P Coffees

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

People who demand the best
buy A & P Coffees
pound tin 2 I C
Bokar

BLAZZING GUNS!

HAIR TRIGGER ACTION!
ROMANCE IN

Vigorous end Winey

“NO MAN’S

Red Circle P°u'’d Pk’- 19c
Rich, Full-bodied
8 O'Clock pound pkg. | 7c
Mild end Mello**
Tuna in on Kate Smith in Coffee
Time, WNAC. 7:30. Tues., Wed.,
Thun.

RANGE”
with

4

SET GINT
NET QUIP ME

SPARKLE

ANOTHER FINE SHOW
PLAN TO SEE IT

PRRK“;

URO

ROY I’ACT

SPECIAL!

“Amateur Night”

TODAY
LIONEL BARRYMORE
in
RETURN OF PETER GRIMM

E RA
A BOOT

INCOMPARABLE.

FRIDAY NIGHT IS

Bob Steele

’[SCRAMBLED WORDS | CORRECT WORDS
SUE SING G
MEAN CIIICS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

'

Mr and Mrs. Clifford Quinn were
dinner gues'.s Sunday of their son and
daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. James
Quinn, and are now in Camden for a
combined business and pleasure trip
Erland Quinn and a crew cf work
ers have harvested ice of fine quality.
Mrs. Frank Bracey has returned
home after spending a week with her
daughter Shirley.
Mr. and Mrs. James Quinn spent
Tuesday and Wednesday with friends
in Camden. Erland Quinn also visit
ed in that town recently.

UMHRCMBtl THI IITTIRI OF (AIM IIMITHF ANSWER

WINA PRIZE % A TEH WORO JfHTIHtl • ONIV ONE WORD TO lAfM IINI

NOW PLAYINO
“SO RED THE ROSE"
with
MARGARET SUI I AVAN
RANDOLPH SCOTT

Grandmother's

10c

14-or. bottle 10c

Ketchup

Packer’s Label

Old Dutch Cleanser 2 ««"> 15c
Chef B^i Ar Dee

Spaghetti & Meat Ba"s
2 15%-oj. can« 25c

Evr-Redy Dog Food 3 £•"’ 23c
Red Cross Towels
ro11 10c
Fixture Fiea
________________ 4
They ere great for the kiddies

WHOLE MILK

BREAD

ftT 9c

Made with creamery butter,
too

Shows, 2.00, 6.30 and 8.30
Continuous Saturday. 3.00 to 10.30
Phone 892

Cando Silver Polish

GINGER SNAPS
3 ib>. 25c

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

Every-Othtfr-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday. January 16, 1936

Page Fight

ELMER ALLEN’S Cl IAT +----------------------------------------- ♦

AT THE PARK FRIDAY-SATURDAY

The BRASS ♦:
+
I POUNDERS
__ __ ___________ ______ +

Finds Roy In a Story-Telling +
♦ z 'J:
Mood—This One Is About
a W hale

+ “

The days have been so beautiful
the past two weeks, with autumn
like weather and no snow en the
ground, that I could not refrain from
taking m.v usual walk down to tthe
Pearson wharf on Barter's Point.
When I arrived there, whom should

There are things that no radio can
do.
If two stations are on the same
frequency and both are strong enough
to be received, no set can separate
them.
’ If there is "selective" fading there
I see but Roy, seated in the old arm will be distortion regardless of the re
chair, soldering his kerosene can ceiver used.
If a station fades badly noise will
(cold solder).
rise and fall, even though automatic,
“I thought maybe you would be
volume control keeps the level up.
here. Roy. so here I am. too. How's
If electrical noise of the antenna is
tricks?” said I.
y
as strong as the signal no radio ca-i
"Oh. not so bad. Elmer." was his
eliminate it.
answer. Say. do you remember the
If a signal is weaker than local
moose I lassoed down here during the
noise no receiver can cut out the
open season? I saw him again this
Scene from “No Man's Range," with Bob Steele at Park Theatre Friday morning, with one antler gone. Too noise entirely and bring in only the
'
and Saturday.—adv.
bad, he was a beauty. I estimated program.
• • • •
he would weigh close to 1600 pounds.
The first box lunch of the season!
I think when that ten-inch oak tree for the Penobscot Radio Club was
fell it must have caught his antler." held Monday night at Brcther Mc“Tell me about the time you fell Winnie's radio shack on Oliver street.
overboard
from the schooner Clab- The meeting was opened by Presid cn;
A Series of Brief Discussions on Driving, Dedi
bergal," I said, to take his mind off Kent. After lunch the meeting ad
cated to the Safety, Comfort end Pleasure
of the Motoring Public. Prepared
this sorrow.
journed to Operator Ripley's hou<
by General Motors
“It was like this; I was second I fcr the first and second degree work
mate. Tlie first mate was from on the new candidates, which wa -!
Balboa and was steering. Ed was
No. 2—NIGHT DRIVING
carried on in due form. Hi. Hi. Mt
carpenter The schooner was loaded
Johnson, operator on the Kickapoc
t’s just as true as can be that when people get expert at anything they're
with 700 tons of loose hay. bound for
gave a very interesting talk on thc ,
apt to begin getting careless about it, and that's what we have to look out
Seavev's Cove. It was blowing great
life of an Op.
for when driving our cars. For instance, we recently heard a group of
guns and we were about 25 miles east
engineers discussing night driving, and one thing they kept talking about
Net many around here realize tha:
of Criehaven. trying to make Port
was “over-driving our headlights.”
we
have among us a man v.ho earned
Now that term seems to be a common one with them, but it's new to most
Clyde. I had a large compass in my
the highest award Uncle Sam’ can
of us.
hands trying to nail it on top of the
What they mean is that the distance we can see
give. May I introduce comrade Har
house. The next sea that boarded
clearly ty headlights is, of course, limited, and that
old Castner of Damariscotta. Mayor
us took me into the ocean but I held
we are apt to let our car speeds get beyond the point
Thurston and others had the pleas
where we could easily stop within that limited dis
fast to tthe compass, hammer and
ure of meeting him and listening to
tance. It's true that we naturally tend to go a little
spikes Ed had thrown me a coil of
slower at night. But if we aren’t careful we gradually
his account oi the memorable time,
1 large rubber hose with a buoy on it
get going faster than we realize, and that may get us
when eight or nine U-boats were
Down I went, but I did not care as I
into trouble. You see, momentum, the same force
sunk somewhere off our coast, due
that tries to keep us from making turns safely; that
had the hose for a breathing tube.
directly to his efforts ift intercepting
cuts all kinds of capers on slippery roads ... never
“I landed on a whale just forward
sleeps! He works on the same old principles night and
some German code. He is a staunch j
of its tail; I wound both legs about
day. Darkness doesn't hinder him, but it hinders us.
supporter of this Club. Let’s back
it and hung on for dear life In the
Most modern headlights are pretty wonderful
__
lights, but after all they don't give us the distance
meantime someone had thrown me him to the limit. His call is W1IIF
or clarity of vision that daylight does. So, on considerably shorter notice
an iron marlin spike and it landed in and he is on 40 meters now. DX 2 u
than in the daytime a vehicle or pedestrian can come out of the darkness.
my lap. This was just what I wanted om es 73.
Almost before we know it we may have to slow down or stop for someone
A letter from Art Stevens. W1GOI
or something on the road . . • perhaps one of those big lumbering trucks
and I drove that spike into the back
that you barely see till you're right up on them; or a
© 1956. Ligcitt A Mriu
of the whale and made the hose fast states that he is keeping up his #st
car whose tail-light has gone out... an unexpected
at another ham's shaett in Miam..
to
it.
Then
I
had
both
hands
free.
curve, or what not.
And that's where we meet up with momentum
I still had the compass which I Art is aboard Vanderbilt's Yacht Alva
has been stepping out. last Tuesday amateur wireless operator tn Poland
again. You see, stopping isn't the one simple action
WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR
fastened to the whale's back with but will be back m April.
we always thought it was. The truth is, we are told,
mcming he worked W73DX in Wal- receiving an 8OJ3. call on a $4 set. |
2—
There
is
a
certain
ham
around
the
spikes
I
had
in
my
pocket.
In
that there are really three things we have to do to
la.?.
Idaho,
with
sig
rpt
of
5
7
9
He
telephoned
Warsaw
Warsaw
wired
Square
Toes
Are
Designed To Rehere
who
was
outside
the
80
meter
the
time
between
those
actions
that
stop. First we have to think of stopping. Next we
dure Size of the Feminine Shoe
Moscow. Moscow notified a coaet
have to move one foot over on to the brake pedal.
whale must have been traveling a band on the high frequency end. If Xtal, aUo W9TDH in Si. Louis,
And then we have to push down on the brake pedal.
Did you know that one often needs guard station and a crew was sent out
mile a minute, or so it seemed to me. he doesn't get a pink ticket. I suggest
Now we might not believe it, but they tell us those
Square toes for women s snoeathat
W1AWR
be
given
a
vote
ot
the
help of others? Why not join a who rescued the crew of a ship sink
I
kept
it
on
the
course
due
west
by
first two steps take time. Less than a second, perhaps,
designed
to make the feminine foo.
thanks
for
straightening
him
cut.
Hi.'radio
club
and
attend
meeting
where
ing
6000
miles
from
where
the
mesbut even in that instant momentum is carrying us on.
the use of the hammer. To keep him
look an inch smaller—is being tea
In fact, at only 20 miles an hour the average driver
straight ahead I pounded hts back- Hi
may b<‘ exchanged with other sage was picked up."
goes 22 feet before he can even start to use the brakes.
i tured at the Boston shoe style show.
' bone Going by Matinic Island, one of
W1FXE has applied for renewal, t “Hams
~
rarawsr* _
__
I A New England stylist. Erie R
my
feet
caught
in
a
lobster
pot
warp
1
h
cpe
that
he
crashes
through
with
'
W1EJS
has
been
stenp.ng
out
the
BLADDER
LAX
DISTANCE REQUIRED FOR STOPPING
' Taylor, is sponsoring the square and
which nearly dragged me from the a few more Qso's on receipt of the new past week with h.s FB rig. He has
USE JUNIPER OIL. BUCHU. ETC. i round toe New England manulac.11 It
whale. I got my knife out and cut
Gud luck Art on the UC talked with the following stations:
FTlltIT TRAVELED
40 FT.
Make this 25c test if irritation wakes turers are displaying,
it adrift. °
XRC Job omWAIL in Georgia. W3OZ W4DRX
WHILE THINKING
n 40
vou up. causes burning, scanty flow.1
frequent
desire or backache flush out
Tne square toe cuts an Inch
"The name on the trap was PreeHas anyone heard that T8 sig of tn Tennessee; also W91FR ln Mmr.e73 FT.
FEET TRAVELED
the excess adds and waste matter Oet f1Mn a woman's foot." says TaylCf,
4»
70
man.
Clarence.
I
think,
although
it
W1FTZ
lately?
Wonder
what
h?
<s
sota.
fb
om
es
lots
of
DX
2
u
es
73.
Juniper oil. buchu leaves, etc . ln green
WHILE USING SRAKtS
was hard to make out under 30 feet doing. Why not join up with us I Speaking of brass pounders, here is tablets called Bukets. the bladder l.v "and," he adds not too pol'tely. "to115 FT.
Works on the bladder similar tc castor ...
.
.
.....
(4
109_______
of water. I knew we must be near- "Paxie" om es gv us the dope
an item somebod}’ handed us yes- oil on the bowels After four davs if “*!• most women have b.g feet,
not satisfied any druggist will refund Tavlnr savs th nprceni nf n sum.
165 FT.
your 25c _Corner Drug Store. Cha,. W.l la>10r sa>s "U Percent 01 a wom
tng land and I wanted that whale W1JAA wishes to announce that terday:
IM________
aiVs appearance depends on the aphigh up on the ground, so I pounded his new rig that W1HZI built for him j "Ernest House just told me of an 13h,ldon- druggist, C H Moor a co.

We Drivers

I

Z3i

ZMB
dHBi

A '"X
222 FT.
__________________ 319

FT.

Then after he does get the brakes to working, it takes him another 18 feet
to stop completely, even with the best brakes in the world and with good
tires, under favorable road conditions. At least so we are told by the State
Board of Public Works of one of the states which has made a very intensive
study of drivers and driving conditions, and which
has prepared the data for the above chart.
The important thing to realize is that distance
needed to stop increases a great deal as we increase
our speed.
We just have to remember that when we're mov
ing along in a car, we think by the foot, act by the
foot and stop by the foot, and if we aren't careful, it's
easy to get going faster than is really safe.
Now, just as engineers have told us how to operate
in safety with our own lights, many experienced
drivers have pointed out how to avoid trouble from
other people’s lights. They say that all we have to do,
when passing other cars at night, is to stop looking
at their lights and watch the right-hand side of the road.
The truth of the matter is that night driving can be just as pleasant and
Just as safe as day driving. But we have to be more alert and more careful.

Traveling Around America

him for Mosquito Island and landed
safe and sound. You remember the
whale they found on that island a
few years ago? That's the one I
drove ashore "
I have done some thinking.
"Pardner" of Cocoa. Fla!
Elmer E. Allen
Tenants Harbor. Jan. 13

FOLK REASONS WHY
|EltH are four pulehrUndinou*
reasons why Kelley's Ritz is
one of the most popular nightclubs
in lhe Canal Zone. They are star
dancers in thc club in Panama Cily
owned by Miss Mary Lee Kelley.
The happy smiles and slarry eyes
ure doubtless due to the tact that
the girls have passed the rigid re
quirements set down by Miss Kelley
for the young ladies she Imports to
the Canal Zone to entertain her
guests.
The entertainers live in the club
and almost as soon as they cross the
threshold are presented with a
printed set of rules and regulations
which would make the house rules

H

of an exclusive boarding school
seem inild by comparison, (or al
though Mias Kelley makes lt hcr
business to see that everyone has a
gay time, nevertheless she expects
her entertainers, her orchestra, and
her clientele to uphold the reputa
tion which has made her club the
popular night haunt of the swanky
yet conservative type of travelers
taking the weekly cruises from New
York to South America's West
Coast, or the fortnightly cruises be
tween New York, the Spanish
Americas and California. Miss Kel
ley Is herself one of the best known
characters on the Isthmus and her
club Is the yardstick by which
night clubs dowu there are judged.

“Call of the Wild." colorful fllmization of Jack London's immortal story
1 of the Yukon Gold Rush, comes Fri| day and Saturday.
Gable and Oakie are seen as
Thornton and Shorty, two buddies
seeking gold ln Alaska They rescue
, beautiful Claire Blake from wolves
' and learn that her husband has been
lost ln the Artie wasuands. She posi sesses details regarding a rich “lost
i claim" and realizing that she is help
less singlehanded the girl casts hcr
i lot with Thornton and Shorty. After
a perilous journey the trio locate the
strike, finding it unbelievably rich.'
Thornton and Claire have fallen
hopelessly in love when Thornton s
I dog Buck finds Clair's husband,
j Thornton releases Claire and sends
the couple off to file claim on the
[ property —adv.

13G-U

E. A. STROUT REALTY AGENCY
Represented by C. E. FOSTER. Warren.
Tel. 41-2. Listings solicited.

FORD V8
fANY MODEL PASSENGER CAR OR I.1GIIT COMMERCIAL UNIT/

Y arrangement with Universal Credit Company, Ford
dealers now make it easier than ever for you to own a new,
1936 Ford V-8 car—any model. Several new plans are open to
you. All these plans- bring you new low-cost financing—new
completeness of insurance protection.

And even more important—any of these plans brings you the
greatest Ford car ever built. It offers so many fine-car features
that it is being called “the most under-priced car in America”.

Owls Head. Maine, Oct. It—"I can't
say enough in favor of your Burkley's
Cough Mixture. It broke up my cold
and cough In less than 21 hours" Mrs.
| Ray Oreen.
You never know what hour of the
night you'll need this powerful yet
harmless mixture that acts like a flash
Right away that tightness eases up. the
bronchial passages clear: you're on your
toes again happy and breathing easier
Oet a 45c bottle today at The Bijou.
Blalsdell's Pharmacy; Warren at O Y
Cogan In Thomaston at McDonald's
and all good druggists sell IV—money |
hack If not delighted

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB'T Co
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Oct. 1, 19J5
Winter Service 1935-1938
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern Standard Time
Read Down
Retd .ft
A M
P
5 30 Lv Swan's Island,
Ar. 000
0 30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4 40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3 30
Ar. 2 45
8 15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
930 Ar. Rockland,
Lv 1 30

GreateMt n»l vertlwcr of coun
try property. Haw nmdr over
<11.000 aulen of llomeo — FnrinN —
Acreage, llnyera from nil over the
nurld.
Free open li«ttlng.

now buys
a New

STRAND THEATRE

For Coughs
s «

STROUT

MONTH

Simply Wonderful

Photo Graco Li

pearance of her feet. And, even if
she has net a pretty foot, she can
have one if she wears the right kind
of shoe, he adds.
“She should wear a shoe that cuts
off the length and gives her poise.
We stand on our feet, but women do
more than that. They show off
their feet." says Taylor.

Arrange for a demonstration today. Learn for yourselt how
many reasons there are for wanting a new Ford V-8. Then
get down to terms—and learn how easily you can own one
through these Authorized Ford Finance Plans.

YOUR

FORD

DEALER

IFTien in Boston be sure to visit Ford Motor Company, Somerville,
and tee Ford F-8't assembled. Guides trill show you thru the plant
every hour 9 A. M. to 4 P. M. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.

A WORD ABOUT FORD DEALER USED CAR VALUESt
Record demand for new Ford V-8's this year has brought Ford
Dealers a large volume of traded-in cars of all makes and models.
These cars are priced to sell quickly and save you money. Many of

them have been expertly reconditioned and every one is backed by
Ford Dealer integrity and square dealing. Liberal allowance for your
present car and terms that will be easy on your income. For excep
tional value in used cars — always talk with a Ford Dealer first.

6-10

